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Why do critical Rationalists reject Induc-
tion? 

 
Yasuyuki Kageyama 

 
PREFACE 

 
Popper’s assertion that he has solved the problem 

of induction1 is perhaps one of the most severely 
criticized, or in a sense, most ignored theses of criti-
cal rationalism. As is well known, critical rationalists 
not only assert that inductive inference can never be 
justified, but that there is simply no induction. This 
thesis cannot be held by those empiricists who see 
the ground of rationality in inductive justification; 
from their point of view, the anti-inductivism of 
critical rationalists would be regarded as one of the 
variants of irrationalism. But critical rationalists in-
sist that rationality can be maintained intact in spite 
of the rejection of induction.2 

As critical rationalists do not seriously question 
the source of our knowledge, they neither contend 
that discovering a general law-like regularity on the 
basis of some individual fact is improbable, nor do 
they prohibit an ‘inference’ from the past to the fu-
ture. Yet they never call it induction, but ‘conjecture’ 
or ‘guesswork.’3 

Such a critical rationalist view, however, may ap-
pear to the eyes of inductivists, to be no more than a 
verbal evasion; it may thereby give rise to verbal 
quarrels. Indeed, since there exists what is generally 
held to be induction, its radical rejection may lead to 
a matter of play on words.4 But as Popper says, “I 
never quarrel about words, and I have of course no 
serious objection if you wish to call the method of 
critical discussion ‘induction’,”5 critical rationalists 
do not care about verbal questions. Even so, they 
still persist in denying induction. 

Critical rationalists thus seem to be unduly obsti-
nate in their rejection of induction. They appear to 
prefer the annihilation or eradication of what is usu-
ally seen as induction by regarding it as conjecture.6 

                                                   
1 Popper [1972], p. 1. 
2 Cf., Popper [1963], p. 5, Miller [1994], pp. 15-49. 
3 Miller [1994], p. 28. 
4 Cf. Schurz [2002], p. 134. 
5 Popper [1994], p. 104. 
6 On the following statements of Popper, “Do I not myself … 

attribute to a theory a disposition to survive future tests on 
the basis of its past performance? ... I agree that such an at-
tribution on my part would amount to a breakdown of my 
theory: it would be an inductive inference” (Popper [1983], 
p. 64), Schurz remarks that concession to the pragmatic 
principle of induction would make Popper’s theory coher-
ent and that Popper has a psychological barrier against 

Thus, the question we face here is neither, “Does 
induction really exist or not?” nor, “Is the critical 
rationalist view correct?” but, “Why do they not re-
gard what is usually regarded as induction as such?” 
or “Why do they reject induction?” We must inves-
tigate what exactly is denied when they deny the 
existence of induction and what is intended when 
they call the inference from the known to the un-
known a conjecture.  

Although the critical rationalist view of induction 
has been repeatedly discussed and criticized for 
many years, I will vindicate it again from my point 
of view, because I think it is still heavily misunder-
stood while it contains several vital points not only 
for scientific, but also for our everyday activities. 

1. INFERENCE FROM THE KNOWN TO THE 
UNKNOWN 

Induction is perhaps most familiar in its aspect as 
the inference from the known to the unknown. Even 
critical rationalists effectively admit this form of 
inference when they allow that a theory, regarded as 
a repeatable prediction of the yet unknown future, 
may be tested by attempting to falsify it. Although 
no contemporary inductivist naively believes in sim-
ple generalization from the accumulation of observa-
tions, inferences from the past to the future, or from 
a part to the whole, are still considered acceptable. 
The field in which inductive inference has most 
practical significance is statistics. 

Statistics relies to a large degree on the sampling 
of populations which allows us various inferences 
about the population as a whole. Contrary to the 
critical rationalist position, there is no reason why 
such inferences should not be called induction; in-
deed, induction is frequently utilized in this field, as 
its name ‘inductive statistics’ suggests. As long as 
the word ‘induction’ is used in these practical fields, 
it will not become extinct, however much critical 
rationalists may reject it. Critical rationalists would 
nevertheless have to call this kind of statistical in-
ference a conjectural inference. 

Yet this critical rationalist view need not be an 
exaggeration, since a statistical inference is, precise-
ly speaking, a mathematical inference to which the 
formulae of distributions are applicable; that is, it is 
a variation of deductive inferences, presupposing the 
applicability of distribution functions to entire events, 
by means of which probability may be calculated. If 
the distribution lies beyond any reasonable presup-
position, it is impossible to carry out the statistical 
inference. Even when the result of a statistical infer-
                                                                               

every kind of induction. Schurz [1998], p. 38. 
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ence turns out to be erroneous, this may be 
due to the way the initial data were collected, or to 

a faulty application of the formulae to concrete 
problems; the inference itself need not be responsi-
ble for the error. In the same way, it cannot be de-
termined from any mathematical inference whether a 
normal distribution is applicable to a certain phe-
nomenon; its applicability is also based on a kind of 
empirical knowledge. 

Though the practical applications of statistical in-
ferences are in fact nothing but conjectured results, 
they are ordinarily believed to be obtained through 
induction whose basis is past success. These 
so-called ‘inductive’ inferences permeate all corners 
of our everyday life so much that they cannot be re-
jected completely. 

Even a radical critical rationalist who completely 
rejects induction would eventually confront a situa-
tion where he is forced to believe that some phe-
nomena occurring in the past are apt to repeat them-
selves in the future. Indeed, we can do nothing 
without thinking in this way. Should each experi-
mental result change at random whenever we carry it 
out, then science, let alone everyday life, would col-
lapse. Thus a critic condemns critical rationalist an-
ti-inductivism, saying that it needs induction in order 
to have a consistent approach.7 

2. INSIGHT INTO REALITY 

A further criticism of the critical rationalist view 
may be raised with respect to the thesis of falsifiabil-
ity, which is of course the central thesis of critical 
rationalism. It is often argued that the very falsifia-
bility smuggles in the concept of induction, since 
any falsification must be confirmed repeatedly. 
Burke, for example, criticizes as follows: 

To what extent, or on what grounds, do we in 
fact give the data of observation the last word? To 
begin with, if indeed we do allow them such an 
authoritative role, is it because we are in effect 
making inductive generalizations from them? For 
unless we think the tests we have carried out are 
repeatable, and will continue to yield the same 
results in the future as they have in the past, why 
should past unfavourable results affect future con-
fidence in the theory? If we discard a theory on 
the grounds that it has failed our tests in the past, 
are we not in effect arguing inductively that, hav-
ing failed them in the past, it will continue to do 
so in the future?8 

And O’Hear asserts as follows: 

In fact, without inductive inference, even being 
told some theories are false is not much help, for 
there is no reason to think that theories that have 
failed us in the past might not succeed in the fu-
                                                   
7 Gonsalez [2004], p. 84. 
8 Burke [1983], p. 59. 

ture.9 

To these criticisms, critical rationalists can reply 
as follows: the inference concerning the occurrence 
of a future event is based on the necessary associa-
tion of A and B. We infer not because they have been 
hitherto associated constantly; the future event is a 
particular example which may be deduced from the 
universal statement, accepted as true, that all As are 
associated with Bs. 

Thus the inference from the past event to the fu-
ture one, usually regarded as induction, is not so 
much inductive as deductive. A future event is not 
induced from the past event, but deduced from a 
universal proposition. Is any inductive inference, 
whether corroborated or not, involved in supposing a 
prediction to be true, if this can be deduced from an 
accepted universal hypothesis? According to Mus-
grave the answer is negative. He uses the following 
Applied Deductive Logic:   

If it is reasonable to adopt P as true, and if P 
deductively entails C, then it is also reasonable to 
adopt C as true.10 

Whether a universal theory is sufficiently tested or 
not, the prediction is supposed to be true, in so far as 
it is deduced from the theory. The principle of ap-
plied deductive logic cited above contains no ele-
ment of induction at all, having no factor by means 
of which the certainty of the prediction of a future 
event can be enhanced by the observation of past 
repeated occurrences of the same type of events. 

No inductive inference is therefore involved in the 
acceptance of a universal hypothesis and its applica-
tion to prediction and explanation where the logical 
structure is essentially deductive. The very assertion 
of a universal statement implies, in a trivial sense, 
that the future resembles the past, or that the un-
known resembles the known. As Miller says, “if the 
agent accepts some laws of nature or other spa-
tio-temporally universal generalizations… then, like 
it or not, he accepts that in some respects the future 
will resemble the past.”11 If we persist in calling this 
kind of inference induction, then all inferences about 
the unknown that utilize universal statements would 
become inductive.12 Though there is indeed no rea-
son to prohibit inferring about future events when 
the same types of events in the past are only a trigger, 
the question here is whether the occurrence of the 
future events is inferred simply or solely on the basis 
                                                   
9 O’Hear [1980], p. 63. The same kind of criticism can be 

found also in Ayer [1956], p. 74 and Hesse [1974], p. 95. 
10 Musgrave [1991], p. 26. Cf., Musgrave [1993], pp. 172f. 
11 Miller [2006], p. 115. 
12 There was indeed an attempt to justify induction by re-

garding all inferences toward the future as induction 
(Campbell [1963], pp. 80-83). It would, however, be 
nothing but an abuse of words, as this attempt is very simi-
lar to the demonstration of the existence of God during the 
Middle age. 
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of the same type of events in the past. 
Suppose a die is thrown four times successively, 

and every rolled number happens to be a six. Can we 
infer, from this information, that a six will be rolled 
on the next throw as well? On the basis of the four 
past rolls, one might expect yet some other number, 
but this is a variation of the notorious gambler’s fal-
lacy, for the die has no memory. If, however, we 
know for example that the die is loaded so that the 
probability of rolling a six is much greater than other 
numbers, we can predict with confidence that a six 
will be rolled on the next throw. Thus what should 
influence the prediction of the future event is not so 
much the occurrence of the same events in the past 
as the conjecture or insight into the reality behind 
the events at stake. 

Russell once illustrated the danger of inductive 
assumption with the story of a chicken which be-
lieved that the farmer who fed it would continue to 
do so, but in the end the farmer wrung its neck.13 
This story is alluded to by Deutsch in his presenta-
tion of the fact that any generalizing conjecture con-
cerning reality necessarily precedes the inductive 
inference.14 

As to the fact that the farmer increases the amount 
of food he gives the chicken, if the chicken conjec-
tures that the farmer is merely being benevolent, it 
will continue eating without anxiety, but if the 
chicken suspects that the farmer intends to eat itself 
eventually, it will interpret the increase in its food as 
an attempt by the farmer to fatten it prior to eating it, 
and will become scared. Thus the same observation 
can be explained by different, even diametrically 
opposed conjectures. Repeated observations actually 
confirm whichever conjecture one happens to hold. 
Russell’s example “does illustrate the fact that re-
peated observations cannot justify theories, but in 
doing so it entirely misses (or rather, accepts) a more 
basic misconception: namely, that the inductive ex-
trapolation of observations to form new theories is 
even possible. In fact, it is impossible to extrapolate 
observations unless one has already placed them 
within an explanatory framework.”15 

The conjectural insight into reality cannot natu-
rally be obtained through repeated observations, 
which is usually regarded as induction, because the 
very observations already presuppose the insight 
itself; in other words, the insight into reality is both 
logically and causally prior to the observations, 
which are possible only within its framework; it is 
the very presupposition of those observations. And 
this insight is not a mere viewpoint, but a kind of 
judgments. 

Against the view stated above, Keuth, for example, 
objects as follows: 

                                                   
13 Russell [1912], p. 35. 
14 Deutsch [1998], pp. 60ff. 
15 Deutsch [1998], pp. 60-61. 

If you like, the repeated observation of white 
swans even presupposes two points of view – that 
is, the predicates “is white” and “is a swan”. But 
the fact that such points of view are presupposi-
tions of any observation implies nothing as to the 
possibility of inferring universal hypotheses from 
statements that describe observations.16 

Yet, in my view, what are presupposed in observ-
ing a white swan are not those predicative atomistic 
viewpoints, but the very hypothetical preconception 
or prejudice concerning the relation between ‘swan’ 
and ‘white’; for the two predicative viewpoints are 
possible only after the relation between them be-
comes an issue. An isolated viewpoint which has no 
relation with others is almost hard to conceive. 

The inference that presupposes no conjectural 
preoccupation——so it can typically be called in-
duction——may be a mere generalization of past 
events which has nothing to do with an explanatory 
framework or a conjecture about the background 
reality. If there is such an inductive inference, it may 
be similar to a superstition or a jinx or an omen. 
When asked why this should be so, no reasonable 
explanation is forthcoming. At best, the reason given 
is that it has always been so in the past. 

Here is a typical superstitious inductive inference: 
“Something has always gone wrong whenever I have 
burned my bread in the morning, and I have just 
burned my bread this morning, so something will 
necessarily go wrong now.” The inference may be 
said to be simply irrational because it assumes that 
an event will occur simply because of the successive 
occurrences of the same type of events in the past, 
without having any insight into the law-like reality 
behind the phenomena. The inference may, however, 
become more plausible, if the bread-burner explains, 
for example, that burning bread in the morning ad-
versely affects his mind and thereby his actions, 
causing something bad to happen; but then the in-
ference is no longer an induction, but a deductive 
conjecture based on human psychology and behav-
ior. 

No computer engineer at the end of 1999 used in-
duction based on the record of previous years to ar-
rive at the conclusion that computers would continue 
to work well in the year 2000. Such a shallow induc-
tive inference was quite unnecessary, given the real-
ity of the past computer programming which allowed 
the conjecture that problems would arise because 
many computers were unable to handle the transition 
from 1999 to 2000.17 An inference from a past in-
stance to a future event, without any convincing 
conjecture allowing us to see the resemblance be-

                                                   
16 Keuth [2005], p. 25. 
17 As you may have already realized, the situation described 

here is closely related to the well known Goodman’s para-
dox (Goodman [1954], pp. 72-81). It is this paradox that 
reveals the fact that conjectures precede any induction. 
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tween past and future events, is neither plausible nor 
reasonable. Any reasonable generalization requires 
a conjecture about reality, whose validity must be, of 
course, tested against reality. 

Thus a simple generalization of past events is usu-
ally not taken seriously, since there is no law-like 
reality behind them. Once, however, regular events 
are conjectured to be based on some natural law or 
other, the posited regularity, though vague, immedi-
ately becomes plausible. Even ancient superstitions 
can become reasonable as soon as they are explained 
in terms of some authentic scientific theory; this is 
because an aspect of reality appears to have been 
exposed. 

We have, of course, no guarantee for the truth of 
our insight into reality. It remains always conceiva-
ble that it turns out to be false; in that case we must 
abandon it as early as possible. But if we stick to the 
primacy of repetition of positive observations our 
realization of its falsehood may be delayed, as the 
episode of the unfortunate chicken vividly illustrates, 
even to the point when it is no longer possible to 
recover the situation. In order to prevent such a trag-
ic situation from taking place, we should look for 
negative instances rather than positive ones, so as to 
unveil the true meaning of our insight into reality. 

We expect therefore that A will be associated with 
B in the future, not because they have been associat-
ed constantly in the past, but because there is a uni-
versal law——or law-like reality——which combines 
A with B and which will be as valid in the future as it 
seems to have been in the past. We deduce a singular 
future event from the law whose universal character 
makes its deduction possible. We expect any un-
known event to resemble known ones, regarding it as 
a particular instance of some invariant universal law. 
It is accordingly only through universal expectations 
or conjectures that such inferences can be made. And 
what confers upon a theory its universality is the 
methodological principle that assumes the invariance 
of natural phenomena18; yet this is not the principle 
of induction, for it is always possible for a universal 
theory to be falsified, while a falsifiable principle of 
induction is utterly useless as a principle.19 

3. INDEPENDENCE OF EVENTS 

We have shown that the inference which inductiv-
ists call inductive inference is not induction, but a 
kind of deduction. If they persist in regarding it as 
induction, there must be some effect by virtue of 
which the probability of some event will increase 
through repetitions. One aspect of induction may 
have been cast into doubt, namely generalizing from 
repeated observations, but another aspect is still in-
tact; it is that the repetition of the same events may 
increase the probability of their occurrence. This 
                                                   
18 Popper [1959], p. 253. 
19 Popper [1959], p. 254. 

view is held not only by inductivists, but also by 
ordinary people. 

Inductivists say, indeed, that the more often a the-
ory passes a test successfully, the greater becomes 
the probability of its being true.20 Yet this is the 
very point Popper rejects, by espousing Hume’s ar-
gument on this point. To expect the increase of the 
probability of events from their successive occur-
rence in the past is somewhat similar to the gam-
bler’s fallacy referred to above. Since a die has no 
memory, every throw is independent of all others. In 
the same way, natural phenomena, like Bernoulli 
trials, are also independent of each other, leaving no 
aftermath.21 

Still, there seems to be a case where the probabil-
ity of an event may appear to increase through repe-
tition of the same type of events in the past; that is, 
where the increase in our knowledge of events ap-
pears to lead to an increase in probability. Even crit-
ical rationalists have to concede that the increase in 
our knowledge may alter the probability of some 
events. A typical case is, for example, the condi-
tioned probability: in predicting that the last number 
rolled is a six, the accuracy of the prediction will 
increase, for example, from one-sixth to one-third if 
we know that the number rolled is even. 

According to Popper, however, all that this case 
shows is no more than a change in conditions.22 The 
probability of predicting what number is rolled 
changes with the information that that number is 
even, because the probability applies now to pre-
dicting one number out of the smaller pool of even 
numbers. The conditional probability therefore may 
certainly increase with the increase in our infor-
mation. But this is the case only when the new in-
formation is not independent of prior events; in this 
case the sample space becomes smaller with the new 
information, although the accumulating 
events——the rolls of the die——are independent of 
each other and add no further information which 
might also change the conditions. 

To take another example, when we have detailed 
knowledge about balls in a vase, if we take the balls 
out one by one, the probability of accurately pre-
dicting what ball will be picked up next time will 
increase. Yet, if each ball taken out is immediately 
returned to the vase, in this case, every event of tak-
ing out a ball is independent of the others. And if the 
series of events is infinite, viz. in the case of a strict-
ly universal proposition, the accumulation of in-
stances never makes the sample space smaller. 

In order to estimate the probability correctly, it is 
therefore of crucial importance to ascertain whether 
the repeated events are independent of each other or 
not; that is, whether the latter experiments are not 

                                                   
20 This thought underlies the Carnap’s inductive logic. Car-

nap [1950], p. 572. 
21 Cf., Popper [1983], pp. 288f. 
22 Popper [1983], pp. 393ff. 
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affected by the former. However frequently a die is 
thrown, since the die itself has no memory, and as-
suming it is not loaded, the probability of throwing a 
particular number remains one-sixth, even when a 
certain number has been rolled successively for sev-
eral throws. 

If one thinks that one number is more likely to be 
rolled than others on the ground that that number has 
just been rolled several times in a row, this is, of 
course, nothing but induction. Popper calls this idea 
‘the simple inductive rule’ and describes it as fol-
lows: 

if in a very large number of repetitions of an 
experiment we find that the result a occurs with 
the frequency m/n, then the best estimate of the 
probability of a, with respect to this experimental 
evidence, is equal, or approximately equal, to 
m/n.23 

Not only inductivists, but also ordinary people 
tend naively to think that this rule should be valid 
everywhere and always. Yet Feller has demonstrated 
that this is not the case with a game of chance,24 
which is cited by Popper as the game of ‘Red or 
Blue’ in his critique of inductive probability.25 

A gambler chooses heads or tails. Whenever he 
wins, his banker credits him one dollar in a book, 
and debits him one dollar whenever he loses. When, 
after any toss of the coin, he owes money to the bank, 
the event ‘Red’ is observed and when he does not 
owe any money, the event ‘Blue’ is observed. 

If the coin is normal and not loaded, we would 
expect that both probabilities of ‘Red’ and ‘Blue’ are 
equally one-half or approximately so. Nevertheless, 
it is highly probable that the ratio of probabilities 
observed may turn out to be even one-sixth or 
one-fifth. The reason is that each event ‘Red’ or 
‘Blue’ is not independent of the preceding events. 
The game does not allow each event an equal proba-
bility, since there is an after-effect to every coin 
thrown; the condition for each event is different. 
Consequently no estimation of probability in terms 
of the simple inductive rule can hold for this game. 

In order for the simple inductive rule to be valid, 
every successive event has to be independent of the 
others. However, we can never determine through 
induction whether they are independent or not; that 
determination is solely dependent upon our conjec-
tures. The repetition of observations is thus useless if 
prior conjectures have not been made. In other words, 
repetition without prior conjectures cannot be used 
to estimate probability.26 

The same difficulty can be raised against Reich-

                                                   
23 Popper [1983], p. 302. 
24 Feller [1950], pp. 78-84. 
25 Popper [1983], pp. 303-305. 
26 Popper, in his argument on probability, attempts to show 

that the calculus of probability is essentially deductive and 
that it cannot translate an inductive procedure. Cf., Barreau
[1989], p. 235. 

enbach’s rule of induction, called ‘posit’, which is 
very similar to the simple inductive rule just dis-
cussed. Reichenbach explains his rule of induction as 
follows:  

If an initial section of n elements of a sequence 
xi is given, resulting in the frequency f n, and if, 
furthermore, nothing is known about the probabil-
ity of the second level for the occurrence of a cer-
tain limit p, we posit that the frequence f i (i > n) 
will approach a limit p within f n±δ when the se-
quence is continued.27 

The problem of ‘posit’ is that since there are a 
plethora of these rules, we have no reason in advance 
to choose which rule to employ. 28  As Aronson 
rightly states, “Theories that are committed to dif-
ferent types of entities – different ontologies, such as 
atoms, waves, fields, etc. – then explain phenomena 
differently and, hence, assign different probabilities 
to combinations of events.”29 

Nobody would think that the normal results of the 
annual check-up of his health indicate an increase in 
the probability of his being healthy. To the contrary, 
anxiety about his own health will increase as he gets 
older. This is due to our knowledge about the nature 
of a human body, especially the fact that our immune 
system becomes weaker the older we get. We might 
conjecture, therefore, that the state of a human body 
is not independent of its prior state. 

It is highly probable that different conjectures may 
lead to the confirmation of utterly different theories 
using a repetition of the same events. We have al-
ready seen with the chicken episode that the repeti-
tion of feeding by the farmer may confirm both the 
hypothesis that he is benevolent and the hypothesis 
that he finally intends to kill the chicken. “If one 
does not accept a proposed explanation of a set of 
observations, making the observations over and over 
again is seldom the remedy. Still less can it help us 
to create a satisfactory explanation when we cannot 
think of one at all.”30 

Hence, the successful explanation for the increase 
in feed in terms of a conjecture concerning farmer’s 
benevolence not only remains unconfirmed, but may 
fail to grasp the true reality. In particular, if the 
chicken has a tendency to avoid seeing what it does 
not wish to see,31 it would regard the increase of its 
feed erroneously as assurance of its security. The 
chicken would discover something wrong only if it 
intentionally searched for counter examples to its 
presupposition. 

 

                                                   
27 Reichenbach [1971], p. 446. 
28 Lenz [1958], pp. 4-7. 
29 Aronson [1984], p. 171. 
30 Deutsch [1998], p. 60. 
31 Popper [1957], p. 134. Cf., Popper [1994], p. 87. 
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4. MEANING OF ANTI-INDUCTIVISM 

The reason critical rationalists persist in regarding 
what is generally called induction as conjectures, and 
not as induction, is, in my view, twofold; first of all, 
it is to emphasize and warn against the subjective 
character of the conjectures that necessarily precede 
observations which are capable of being general-
ized.32 What is meant here is that observations are 
always built upon conjectures, viz., on subjective 
guesswork. Any objective theory inevitably origi-
nates from subjective ideas. If we forget this fact, we 
may fall into the fallacious conviction that a mere 
subjective idea possesses, as it were, an objective 
validity; and this fallacious conviction may be en-
forced by inductive repetitions, though we can obtain 
any positive repetitions whenever we wish. 

As to the repetition that is always referred to in 
discussions on the problem of induction, we can say 
that while it is impossible, in some cases, to general-
ize from any number of repeated observations, it is 
easily possible, in other cases, to generalize from 
only one observation. Generalized conjecture has 
nothing to do with the number of observations re-
quired in order to generalize them. As is shown by 
the example of a cat which fears fire only once expe-
riencing burning,33 mere repetitions of observations 
are of little relevance to the conjecture of universal 
natural laws; they never allow us to generalize, let 
alone confirm. 

Secondly, induction may become an obstacle to 
the growth and critical examination of our 
knowledge. While critical rationalists would not 
deny practical induction that cannot be an obstacle, 
such as statistical inferences, because it can be criti-
cally examined in a deductive way, they fiercely 
criticize that induction combined with justification 
that is discussed and fostered only within the realm 
of philosophical studies. 

Just after the sentence quoted above, in which 
Popper admits the word ‘induction’ for the name of 
the method of trial and error, he changes his tone: 

But if you do, then you should be aware of the 
fact that it is very different from anything that has 
ever been called ‘induction’ in the past. For induc-
tion was always supposed to establish a theory, or 
a generalization, while the method of critical dis-
cussion does not establish anything.34 

Induction is, after all, a way of expecting that an 
event will occur because it has been so. In the theo-
retical world of natural sciences, indeed, where 
physical constants are considered to be invariable 
almost forever, an inductive way of thinking may 
well be reasonable.35 But those philosophers who 

                                                   
32 Cf., Popper [1959], pp. 420ff., Popper [1972], pp. 341ff., 

Popper [1994], p. 96f. 
33 Popper [1963], pp. 43-44. 
34 Popper [1994], p. 104. 
35 But in contemporary cosmology, nobody thinks that the 

speculate only within their own theoretical world 
merely extrapolate their intuitive understanding of 
induction to the outer real world. Hence in other ar-
eas, it is highly dangerous to rely on inductive pro-
cedure, inasmuch as the dynamic environments sur-
rounding us are far more variable than the static nat-
ural world. 

Moreover the inductive way of thinking would 
make the unlearning of old information difficult, 
which is indispensable in a changing environment. 
We must actively discard old data for new in order to 
keep up. Yet, since induction confers tremendous 
authority to past data,36 it prevents us from unlearn-
ing old data; as a result, survival in such changing 
environments becomes more difficult. In other words, 
induction is not appropriate for adaptation. How 
many companies and organizations have collapsed 
whose actions were based on the inductive thinking?  

5. TOWARDS THE OPENNESS TO THE 
UNKNOWN 

Although induction is based upon the resemblance 
of the known and the unknown, we can claim both 
that the unknown resembles the known and that the 
unknown does not resemble the known. Both are 
equally conjectures, so they have no guarantee, 
which inductivists eager to obtain from induction. 

What on earth does a guarantee mean? The guar-
antee by induction would mean living in such a 
world where all would necessarily happen precisely 
as expected; that would be nothing but a world of 
determinism. If the unknown were guaranteed to 
resemble the known, the world would be hideously 
trivialized. Such a world would be trifling, in which 
we could no longer expect to find anything exciting 
or stimulating. 

In this sense, no scientist at the frontiers of con-
temporary sciences would want the principle of in-
duction to be valid. Admittedly, if there were no 
regularity at all, no scientific research would be pos-
sible. In order to investigate the unknown with the 
help of the known, we must proceed deductively 
from a universal conjecture to the effect that the 
known may resemble the unknown. Yet this is 
enough; nothing more is needed. If more than this 
were guaranteed, i. e., if the unknown were guaran-
teed to resemble the known, it would mean that we 
know, in a sense, everything. If we know everything, 
why do we need scientific investigations? 

Science is exciting precisely because there re-
mains the unknown. If Newtonian physics were ab-
solutely valid both in the microscopic realm and in 
the system moving with light velocity, then modern 
physics would have become a cheap and tiresome 
intellectual activity. 

Popper dares to deny induction, because he be-
                                                                               

future resembles the past. Cf., Deutsch [1998], p. 145. 
36 Popper [1983], p. 314. 
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lieves that induction is cheap. 
...mere supporting instances are as a rule too 

cheap to be worth having; they can always be had 
for the asking; thus they cannot carry any weight; 
and any support capable of carrying weight can 
only rest upon ingenious tests, undertaken with the 
aim of refuting our hypothesis, if it can be refut-
ed…The main argument against induction is the 
same as that against idealism: induction is too 
cheap.37 

A confirmation can be, in a sense, obtained easily 
without any effort. It is, for example, sufficient to 
repeat such tests that are already known to be suc-
cessful. If, moreover, we desire a further guarantee, 
it would be sufficient to stop at that successful point 
and say nothing more.38 

It is yet obvious that such a procedure never 
brings us any development of our knowledge. Had 
the physicists in the first half of the twentieth centu-
ry considered the consolidation and justification of 
Newtonian physics to be their only task, there would 
have emerged neither the theory of relativity nor 
quantum mechanics. 

As mentioned above, there is a procedure which 
can be regarded both as induction and as trial and 
error. Yet the inductivist view has a tendency to 
oversee changing aspects of observed objects, not to 
mention their unknown aspects, because it attempts 
to observe any objects in their similarity with already 
known ones; that is a tendency to fix our view of the 
world and to close our eyes to the unknown new 
things39. In other words, induction is not compatible 
with the openness of our attitudes towards the un-
known. 

There is no reason to condemn the reference to the 
past success of a theory as a motive for the belief 
that the next prediction deduced from it will be suc-
cessful. Yet it is simply an error to regard the refer-
ence to the past fact as a justification. If induction is 
combined with justification, a mere trigger comes to 
disguise itself as a ‘good reason.’ As Notturno says, 
“The problem with inductive arguments is not that 
they cannot justify their conclusions. It is that induc-
tivists tend to act as if they can. They tend, in other 
words, to be certain of the truth of their conclusions, 
and to dismiss as irrational anyone who has the te-
merity to challenge them.”40 And the good reason to 
which induction has been converted comes to play 
the roll of ‘precedents’ or ‘convention’ in practical 
contexts. In this sense, an inductive way of thinking 
possesses a whiff of an authoritarian character, 
which may prevent us from making our society open. 
Thus in order to make our attitude and our society 
open, critical rationalists dare to attack induction and 

                                                   
37 Popper [1983], p. 130. 
38 Cf., Popper [1959], p. 273. 
39 The critical rationalist anti-inductivism coincides with the 

theory of falsifiability. Cf., Y. Kageyama [2003]. 
40 Notturno [2000], p. 88. Cf., Notturno [1999], p. 48. 

try to replace it with critical procedures. 
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�΅ŜΞΈοΞξΠęβΒͶζΐǦʟ΅ǐɬ

ˋ0ƝΠΛΘǛÍΦĭƨǷƂ�ςǌɏǷΣŜ

ΞΈοΞΘΦμ͵ΌοΰΡŭ˳΅΄΄ξΌΠΧ

΄ΛΘΟΐκͶ�ɨqΐΞʉΨ͵ȒÇǷȅʤΧ

ζπζπΦȅʤς˖HήΠɀ�ΒξτφϣτςŜ

ΞΧΈοΦΟΒͶτφϣτ΅ΊοΨ͵ȅʤΧ

˖HΣΧνβΔσͶΖζΖζȒÇǷȅʤ΅��

ΣȣΐΈτφϣτςŜΞΈοξΦΟͿοΨ͵Ǜʍ

[þΡÆ¬ΐΈνβΒͶĴɹɗ΅ͿξЕĭƨ

ͪǻǷЖ˴.ςŏƏΐ͵ΖΦ˴.ςÉÍΎΔΘΠΌ

πΣ͵Ĵɹ΅Æ¬ΒξΦΟΒͶ̜

̜

̨̜ ǦʟΧ%ςŜΞΈοξΦ΄̜

̜

�ʏ�ɒΧ͵ȒÇ̟ȅʤ̠΅ϘϤЄЉϤΣĭƨǷƂ

�ςŜΞΈοξΠΧɖΞβΔσͶΐ΄ΐ͵ƶ^

ǷȅʤΧXĢ�Ο˥ʁΌΠςŜΞΈοβΒͶ

ΌΦǑςʇʚΒξΘεΣΧ͵�ʏ�ɒ΅ƶ^ςΡ

Φλ΄ΘΚΟǦʇΐΞξΦ΄ΠǑ΄μʒς

ÂεξĖʁ΅ͿξΟΐκͶ̜

�ɨΣƶ^Χ͵ϷϬЉ΅ͺƤ��ɒΦʬ§ͻΟʗ

ΛΞΘλΣ͵�ÍǷĉΣŵΆǼΔβΒͶΘΠ

Ψ͵ΒίΞΦ˨çΧǗɣąΒξΠƶ^΅ͿΛΘ

μ͵ΌοΧ͵Ǘɣąΐ˨çΧÆ¬ΐΠŵΆ

ǼΔξρΊΟΒͶƶ^Χ�ɨΣ̟̜̜ͫ̀ͪ͡͡ ̻̠͡Π

ĉĂςΠξΠɖμοβΒ΅͵ΌοΧ͵ʟǦǷΣΧ͵

ͤͬ͡Ћ̻̀ͭͤ͡͡ЌΠĉĂΣŵΆǼΔβΒͶ̜

̜

Ћ̪Ќ̜ ̟̜̜ͫ̀ͪ͡͡ ̻̠̜͡ Ͱ̜ ͤͬ͡Ћ̻̀ͭͤ͡͡Ќ̜

̜

ì˃ΦɼǤĉĂςЙƶ^ǷĉĂКΠ�έμΨ͵

�˃ΧĴɹǷĉĂΠ�ίβΒͶĴɹǷĉĂΧ͵

ͿξȘΦζΦ΅Æ¬ΐΌΠς�ΞβΒͶ

ΘΠΨ͵˨çΦǗɣąǦʟΧ͵Ǘɣąΐų

âЋ΄ΥΑηΈЌΧÆ¬ΐΠ�ΞβΒͶΖΦ

λζΦΧǗɣąǦʟΦĴɹǷĉĂΠȄǾΒξ
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΄μΟΒͶΐ΄ΐ͵˨çΦǗɣąǦʟΧζΦΎΐς

'νΘΠΛΘΠΆΣ͵΄Έ΄ΈΦĭƨǷƂ�ςÎ

ǤΔλΠłȌς�ΞΧΈοβΔσͶǗɣąΐ

ųâΧÆ¬ΐΠΌΠΐ΄ŜΞΈο

ΦΟΒͶΌΌΣˈίΘΌΠς ̩ΜΦϢЉϛΠΐΞşǦ

ΐΞΆβΐκͶ̜

̜

̷̱̜ ǦʟΧ͵ͿξǻǷςÎǤΒξΘεΦĭƨǷ

Ƃ�΅%ΟͿξ΄ςŜΞΧΈοͶ̜

̜

̸̱̜ ǦʟΧ͵ͿξǻǷ΅ǦʟΦĴɹǷĉĂ΄μΐ

Ξ��ɠΟͿξμΨ͵ΖοςÎǤΒξĭƨǷƂ

�ζÆ¬ΐΠŜξͶ̜

̜

ЕϢЉϛ ̷ ΦʟʏЖ̜

ΌΦϢЉϛΧĖΓΐζɤũΠΧ�ΊơεμοΞ

λΟΒͶΖοΡΌπ΄͵ͿξȘΦ˖H�ɒɗ

ΣΠΛΞΧΌΦϢЉϛΧ0Α΅ΘϢЉϛΦλΟ

ΒͶζΚπσ͵ȢɗΧΌΌΟĭƨǷƂ�ΠΌΠΟ͵

ΘΠΨ͵ʾσΟěĨςΐΘμβΓƾƩǀς¤Ýΐ

ΞύЉϛΟpòςΐΎΠΛΘŦÆΦɸlťƶ

ΦΌΠςʉΛΞξΦΟΧͿνβΔσͶŤΐĴɹς

˲ǵΒξ´̉ςĘ̍ΣΞβΒͶΌΦ´�ζ͵

ǗɣąǦʟς̎ſΣΐΞʒςˑεβΐκͶ̜

Ǘɣąΐ˨çɿΦζΦΎΐς'ξΌΠ΅ǻǷ

ΣΛΞξΌΠςƟĂΟɼǤΐΞΆβΐκͶ̜

̜

̟̫̠̜ P̜ Ͱ̜ ͫ͡Ћ̜̻ͭ̀ͭͤ͡͡͡ͅЌ̜
̜

ΌΌΟ͵ͅ ΧζΦΎΐ͵̀ ΧΖος'ΛΞξ˨ç

ſŢ͵̻ͤΧǗɣąΐΠĚʳςȌΐΞβΒͶ

Μβν͵ΒίΞΦ ͡ ΣΜΞ͵ΖοΧζΦΎΐЋͅЌΟ

Ϳν͵΄Μ͵̀ Ο'μοΞν͵΄ΜǗɣąΐ

Ћ̻ͤЌΠǝĤςRǤΎΔξΌΠ΅ǻǷΠΎοΘρ

ΊΟΒͶ̜

βρορο΅Ǽ̉ΐΞξ¡̎Χ͵ΌΐΘǻ

Ƿ΅ÎǤ�ɠΟͿξΠΐΞ͵ǦʟΧΖΦĭƨ R ς

ŜΞΈοξΙπ΄͵ΠΌΠΟΒͶΌΦ¡̎ςΟ

ΆξΙΊxȷqΐΞɖξΘεΣ͵Ą̡̡̟̠̜̆ ςYǪΐ

Ξ͵ŜΞΈοΞξΠ�ąςƟΦλΣɼʋΐ

βΒͶ̜

̜

̜ ̟̬̠̜ ̽ʹ̜RͪP̜
̜

ΌΌΟ͵ζΚπσR ΧŜμοΘΠΎοξĭƨǷ

Ƃ�ΟΒͶβΘ͵ζΚπσ̽ΧǿΟͿξΠɖμοΞ

βΒͶΘΰΟ͵ǻǷζÎǤ�ɠΟͿξΠɖμο

ΞξΦΟ͵P ΧΖΦĭƨǷƂ�ΣλΛΞÎǤΐ

ΘǝĤΠΌΠΣνβΒ΄μ͵ǿΠɖμοΞ

βΒͶΜβν͵̓ Χ ̽ ΄μÞR�ɠΠɖμοΞξ

ρΊΟΒ΄μ͵ʟǦÇǷΣΧƟĂζħȞΐΞΐβ

βΒͶ̜

̜

̟̭̠̜ ̽ʹ̜ ͤRͪP̜
̜

̟ΌΦǑΣǳ¡ςζΘοξťΧ͵Ρ΄ʟǦÇΦŜ

Ȓŵς�ǖΐΞΈΙΎ̠Ͷ̟̬̠ĂΠ̟̭̠ĂΠ΄μʉξ

ΌΠΧ͵ǻǷP ςÎǤΒξΣΧR ΟͿΛΞζͤR
ΟͿΛΞζ΄βρΠΌΠΟΒͶʜ΄΅Ϳξĭ

ƨǷƂ�ςŏƏΐΞΆΞζ͵ΖοΟζΦΟζ

ΦΙλΠʉροΞΐβρΊΟΒͶΊΛΆκΈ͵̽Χ

ĭƨǷƂ�ΣΜΞ%ζŜΞΈοΦΟΒͶ

ǦʟΧĭƨǷƂ�ΣΜΞ%ζŜΞΈοΦ

ΟΒͶ̜

̜

ЕϢЉϛ ̸ ΦʟʏЖ̜

ΌΦϢЉϛΦʟʏΧ̅ΐΈͿνβΔσͶʒςρ΄ν

θΒΈΒξΘεΣ͵~×ʟʏΣΧνβΔσ΅͵

*ΣΖΈΐΞʟʏΦΒΑγΚςˈίΞΌΠę

βΒͶ̜

βͿξ�΅͵ŭ�ΦȒÇǷȅʤΦζΠΟĴɹ

ǷĉĂΣ�ΒξλǻǷ P ς»ġΐ͵Ζο΅ĭ

ƨǷƂ�R ΣλΛΞ͵ÎǤΎοξΠ�ąΐΘΠΐΞ

γβΐκͶΜβν͵ƟĂ΅�ąΎοΘρΊΟΒͶ 
 
Ћ̮̠̜ ̽А̣̥̥̣̜̣̜̽͛̈́Ӓ̣̥̥̣͕́ʹ̜RͪP̜
 
ΌΌΟċ΅»ġΐΘǻǷΠΦΧ͵˨çɿΦǗ

ɣąΐǚîΐΟͿΛΘΠΐβΐκͶΌΦǻǷΧ͵

ΒΟΣˈίΘ̟̫̠ĂΣλΛΞɼǤΎοβΒͶ̜

ΠΌπΟ͵̟̮̠ĂΦì˃ΣΧ͵ȒÇǷȅʤΠΐΞǗ

ɣąΦǦʟЋΜβν͵̟̪̠ĂЌ΅�βοΞβΒͶΟΒ

΄μ͵ƟĂςĐβΒͶ̜

̜

Ћ̯Ќ̜ ̽А̣̥̥̣̜̣̜̽͛̈́Ӓ̣̥̥̣͕́ʹ̜ ͤͬ͡Ћ̻̀ͭͤ͡͡Ќ̜

̜

ΌΦĂΦ�˃Π̟̫̠ĂΦ�˃ΧȄǾΐβΒ΄μ͵

ǻǷ P Χ�ÍΎοξΌΠΣν͵ȿã͵ƟĂςβ
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ΒͶ̜

̜

Ћ̰Ќ̜ ̽А̣̥̥̣̜̣̜̽͛̈́Ӓ̣̥̥̣͕́ʹ̜ ͤP̜
̜

ΒξΠ͵̟̮̠ΟʉροΞΘΌΠΠ͵ΌΦЋ̰ЌΠ΄μ͵

ƟĂςĐβΒͶ̜

̜

Ћ̨̧Ќ̜ ̽А̣̥̥̣̜̣̜̽͛̈́Ӓ̣̥̥̣͕́ʹ̜ ͤPͭЋRͪPЌ̜
̜

ΐ΄ΐ͵ΌΦĂΦ�˃ΧʟǦÇǷΣΧĎ��Í

ĂЋ͙͎̜͗͜͞ ͙͖͖͝͏͘͜ЌΣλΛΞͤR ς�ĢΐβΒ΄μ͵

ƟΦȿʟςĐξρΊΟΒͶ̜

̜

Ћ̨̨Ќ̜ ̽А̣̥̥̣̜̣̜̽͛̈́Ӓ̣̥̥̣͕́ʹ̜ ͤR̜
̜

Όο΅Ģ�ΐΞξΦΧ͵ȿã͵ǻǷ P ΅Ǧʟ

΄μΐΞ�ÍΎοξЋΜβν͵Ћ̰ЌĂ΅ħȞΒξЌΠΆ͵

PςÎǤΒξΘεΦRΧΠΌΠΟΒͶΡσ

R ΅ŏƏΎοΞζ͵ɜĕΦǻǷ΅�ÍΎοΞ

ξ΄·ν͵ΖΦRζ�ÍΎοξΠΌΠΟΒͶRς

'νRΒΌΠΧǦʟǷΣ��ɠΦΟΒͶΌοΧ͵

ɤũΠΨɤũΦʒΟΐκͶ̜

̜

��Ο ̩ ΜΦϢЉϛΣΜΞΦƗǱǷʟʏςȼ

βΒ΅͵ʒ΅ļʩǷ΄ΠęβΒΦΟ͵ϢЉϛ ̷

Σ΄σΒξH$Ƿ*ςńΞΆβΐκͶ̜

ϧϿЉϤІΧ͵ŶVΧåķĂź˙˭ΦŘɪΣi

σΟβΐΘ΅͵ΖοςřƑΐΞ�Ýź˙˭ς'ν

βΐΘͶΕΙΛΘΦΟΐκ΄ͶΌΌΟΧ͵ϧϿЉϤ

І΅AÇǦʟς'νRΐΘΌΠςęRΒĖʁ΅Ϳ

νβΒͶċΦǦʟΣλξΠ͵AΣΧΎβΏβåķǢ

ςζΛΘÝɆЋϮЉϺЌ΅�βοΞβΒͶΐΘ΅Λ

Ξ͵ˍôΦЄІϙςǪΘåķĂΦź˙˭ςΜΈξ

Π͵åķǢΦ˘΄μǨΑξɫ�îς˞ΊξΌΠ΅

ΟΆβΔσͶĖǕǷΣǔǑΧαθΊΞΐββΒͶ

ΌοΧʉǼΔΨ͵ϧϿЉϤІΦAÇǦʟΧ͵ɫ�

îΦAÇǷЄІϙς'ξΌΠΧ��ɠΟͿξΠ

Јƶ^ΦĴɹǷĉĂς�ĢΐΞξΠΌΠΟ

ΒͶΜβν͵ˍôΦåķĂź˙˭Χɫ�îς˞Ίμ

οΠŜΞξΦΟΒͶΐΘ΅ΛΞ͵ɫ�îΦ

ź˙˭ς'ξΘεΦΣ΄ǛÍΦĭƨǷƂ�

ςŜΞΈοΧΐβΔσͶΘΐ΄ΣϧϿЉϤІΧ�Ý

ź˙˭ς'νβΐΘͶΌοΧɫ�îΦBŹΠǻ

ǷΣ΄ζΦΟΐΘͶΐ΄ΐċΧ͵�Ýź˙˭ς

'οͥͥΌοΧϢЉϛ ̷ ΦʟʏΣΊξR Σǽ

ĈΐβΒͥͥΠǼŋΦłȌςɤTΦǦʟ΄μ

�Ί�ΛΘΦΟΧͿνβΔσͶɎνˇΐβΒ΅͵Ǧ

ʟ΄μΖΐΘłȌςǌɏǷΣÞRΒξΌΠΧΟΆ

ΦΟΒͶċΦǦʟΧ�Ýź˙˭Φɿ'ςȏơ

ΐΞ΄ΛΘΙΊΟΒͶɫ�îςBŹΒξΘε

μ͵ΘΠΨϰυЃϝЉς΄ΊΞ�ÍΦϮЉϺΐ΄D

ÝΐλΣΐΞͥͥΌοΧϢЉϛ ̷ ΦʟʏΣ

ΊξͤR ΣǽĈΐβΒͥͥåķ®ź˙˭ς'ξΌ

ΠζΟΆΘΟΐκͶǦʟΧ͵ΌΐΘϝφϲΦź˙˭

Π΄͵ͿξΧ�Ýź˙˭ς'ξΌΠςȏΑΞ

ΙΊΦΟΒͶ�Ýź˙˭ς'μΔΘΦΧ͵ϧϿ

ЉϤІΦęΜΆ͵τφϣτΟΐΘͶΖΐΞȿƈǷΣ

ϧϿЉϤІΧħeς�εΘΦΟΒͶ̜

ζΚπσ͵ϧϿЉϤІΧ�Ýź˙˭ςɿ'Βξ˕

ȖΟĈŭΦππȒÇǷȅʤςYǪΐΘΧ

ΓΟΒͶΘΠΨċΧ͵�ÍΦĆþθ˥˧ςζΛΘ

˭ȥς'ξĖʁ΅ͿΛΘΟΐκͶΖΦΠΆċΧ͵�

ǇΦ�ɨĉΟͿξ̨̟̠ĂΣΞ͵ͿμΘΣ̓ς�Í

ΦĆþθ˥˧ςζΛΘ˭ȥΠΐΞʌÍΐ͵ΖοςÎ

ǤΒξΘεΦĭƨǷƂ�ςŊΛΘΧΓΟΒͶΌΌΟ

ζ͵ċΦȅʤΧ�ÍΦĭƨǷƂ�ςłÍΒξΌΠ

Χ΄ΛΘΧΓΟΒͶċΦ_ΣΧ͵�ɠºŞΦ

ĭƨǷƂ�΅ͿΛΘͶΡος˜έίΆ΄ςǦʟΧ

ŜΞΈοΠΧ͵ċΦȅʤΧΘΠΨͿξ

ſŢΟΧ�ÍΦĆþΠ˥˧ςζΛΘ˭ȥς'ν

ΠΧŜΞΈοΘΧΓΟΒͶͿξȘΦΌΠςȏơ

ΒξΦ΅ȒÇǷȅʤΦ˖HΠΐΞΦĊcΦΟ

ΒͶ̜

̜

̩̜ ��ɠς�ɠΣΒξЗ̜

̜

ΠΌπΟ͵ºΈΦ�΅ȒÇĴɹΧ��ɠς�ɠΣ

ΐΞΆΘΐ͵Όο΄μζΖΟͿπΠ0ΑΞβΒͶ

ΐ΄ΐ΅μ͵ΌΦʉťΣΧ¼Ά¡̎΅Ϳνβ

ΒͶΖΦΩΠΜΧ͵ĴɹΧ��ɠς�ɠΣΒξΌΠ

ΟǦʟς�ʏΐΞΆΘΠyʩς'νRΐΞΐβ

ΌΠΟΐκͶΌΦǑΣΜΞζ͵�ʏ�ɒΦʅǑ΄

μ͵ΆΚσΠʚũΐΞΈĖʁ΅ͿνβΒͶ̜

βΓ��ɠΟͿξΠΧ͵̜ ̨̟̠ĂΦ�˃΅�ÍΎο

ΞξΠΌΠΟΒͶΟΒ΄μ͵ƟĂ΅�ąΎοΞ

ξρΊΟΒͶ̨̟̠ĂΦȮǱĉΟͿξ̨̡̡̟̠ĂςζΚ

ΞɼǤΐΞΆβΒͶ̜

̜

Ћ̨̩Ќ̜ ̽ʹ̜ ͤЋ̈́ͪ̓Ќ̜
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̜

ΎΞ͵ΌΦĂ΅�ąΎοξǦǫΧ̩ΜͿνβΒͶΩ

ΠΜΧǦʟǷǦǫΟͿν͵�ΧǤÎΣĴɹ˲ǵ΅

ƖþΣ§̅ΟͿξΠ�ÎǷǦǫΟΒͶ_ɗΧ͵

ǦʟǷΣ̈́ͪ̓΅ħȞΐΠǦʟǷ��ɠĚ

ςʗΛΞν͵ĎɗΧ�ÎǷΣ ̈́ͪ̓ ΅ħȞΐ

ΠĴɹǷ��ɠĚςʗΛΞβΒͶ̜

Όομ ̩ ΜΦ��ɠĚΧ͵BŹΎοξΠΐΘμ͵Ρ

ΦλΣBŹΎοξΦΟΐκ΄ͶΌΦǑςƢȉΣǦ

ʇΒξμΨ͵ροροΧ�ƫʙʇΣ˻μ

ΟΒδΟΐκͶ̜

̜

ЕǦʟǷ��ɠĚЖ̜

ǦʟǷ��ɠĚΧ͵ǗɣąΐųâΧÆ¬ΐ

Π΄͵ɫ�îΦˍô®AÇЄІϙΣλξå

ķĂź˙˭ΧͿνΠΛΘ*΅ȌΐΞξλ

Σ͵ǦʟΦĴɹǷĉĂ΄μÞRΎοΞΆβΒͶΖ

ΐΞǦʟǷ��ɠĚΣΜΞΧϢЉϛ̸ΠΐΞ͵Β

ΟΣǗɣąΐųâΦ*ςΜ΄ΛΞʚũΐΞ

ΆβΐΘͶ̜

ΐ΄ΐ͵Ȣɗ΅ΌΌΟʗνΘΦΧ͵ΌΦȘΦǦʟ

Ƿ��ɠĚ΅BŹΎοΞΈλΣʂξ˕Ȗ΅Ϳ

ξΠΌΠΟͿν͵ΖΐΞΖΦ´�ΣΧΛΘ%

΅ǨΑΞξΦ΄ΠΌΠΟΒͶȿʟΧ͵ǻǷ΅

̟đÀΣ̠¸ĉΎοΞΐβΠΌΠΟΒͶΟͿοΨ͵

ǦʟǷ��ɠĚ΅BŹΎοΘΠΌΠΣΧνβ

ΔσͶΌοΧ͵ͿξĢ�Ο͵ρ΄νΆΛΘΌΠΟΒ΅͵

ΚΆΚσΠˈίΞΌΠęβΒͶ̜

ΎΞЋ̨̩Ќ̜ Ă΄μΧ͵ʟǦǷΣΧƟĂ΅ÞRΎο

βΒͶ̜

̜

̨̡̟̩̠̜ ̜ ̽ʹ̜ ̜̈́ͭͤ̓

̜

ΌΦĂΧ͵̈́ Π�ȞΒξΦΧ ̓ ΟΧΈͤ̓ ΟͿξ

ΠʉΛΞβΒͶʁΒξΣ͵ǻǷΠΐΞΦ ̓Χ�ÍΎ

οΘΦΟΒͶǻǷΧÎǤΟΆΠʉροΞξρ

ΊΟΒͶζΚπσ͵̈́ ΠΐΞΧΖΦŭ�ΦŶɪΦĭ

ƨǷƂ�ςɖξίΆΟΐκͶ̜

ΎΞ͵ΌΦ´�ΣΊξ��ɠ�΅BŹΎοΞ

Έ˕ȖςʂξΘεΣΧ͵ǻǷΠζΦΧʟǦǷ

ΣΧΡσ΄ΘΚςΠΛΞξ΄ςɖΞγξĖʁ

΅ͿνβΒͶ�ɨΣ͵ǻǷΧ͵ßΎǻǷΦːȿЋː

ʉЌΠΐΞÆ¬ΐΞβΒͶΘΠΨ͵ϏЂϖτȎʒ

ΣΊξφόЅϘΦɕΦ*ΟʉΨ͵țς̑έΠ

¼ǻǷЋ̓ЌΧ͵ɟΣɕςΜΊξΌΠͭɕΧɓΟΟ

ΆΞξΌΠ̜ ̜ͭ ɓΧɵΟŋ�ΎοΞξΌΠͭͨ

ͨΠΛΘßǻǷΦːʉΣξΟΐκͶΟΒ΄μ͵

ƟĂςĐβΒͶ̜

̜

̨̟̪̠̜ ̜̓Ͱ̜ ̨͚̜ͭ ͚̜̩̜ ̜ͭͨͨͭ ͚̜̜͘

̜

ΌΌΟ͵¼ǻǷЋ̓Ќ΅�ÍΎοΘΦΟΒ΄μ͵Ɵ

Ă΅ħȞΐβΒͶ̜

̜

Ћ̨̪̤Ќ̜ ̜ ̜ͤ̓Ͱ̜ ͤͽ̨͚̜̜ͭ ͚̜̩̜ ̜ͭͨͨͭ ͚̜͘;̜

̜

ΌοΧ͵̨͚̜ ΄μ ͚̜͘ βΟΦßǻǷΦΚΦΡο΄Χ

ħȞΐΠʉΛΞβΒͶΌΌΣǨΑΞξΦΧ͵

�ɨǷΣ�ʏ΅ǨΑΘΠΆΦǜ�ŊΐΠβΛΘΈ�

ΑǝƵΟΒͶΜβν͵��ɠ�ςĴɹ˲ǵΣλΛΞ

BŹΐΞΌΠΒξΌΠΧ͵¼ǻǷΦ�ÍςǨΑΎ

ΔΞΐβΛΘßǻǷ΅%ΟͿξ΄ςŊưΐ͵Ζος

ň˺ΐΘν͵ͿξΧ1ƢΐΘνΒξΌΠΣλΛΞ͵ȿ

ƈǷΣ1ƢΎοΘ¼ǻǷςÎǤΎΔξʑγΠξ

ΦΟΒͶȢɗΧΌοςĸΊ˖ŊΐΠ΄͵ǻǷΦ¸ĉ

Π�σΟβΒͶ¸ĉΎοΘͿΠΦǻǷς ̓ͦΠɼǤ

ΒοΨ͵̜

̜

Ћ̨̫Ќ̜ ̜̈́ͪ̓ͦ

̜

ΟͿν͵Όο΅ħȞΐΘΠΆΣ͵�˳Φ�Χ��

ɠ�΅�ɠΣΛΘΠʉρΊΟΒͶЋζΚπσ͵̈́

΅đÀΣ¸ĉΎοΞΐβ�ɠĚζͿνβΒ΅͵ΌΌ

ΟΦʥʟΧΖΦλ´�ς˺¹ΐΞɖΞβ

ΒЌͶΐ΄ΐ͵ΌΦʉťΧ͵ǻǷ΅¸ĉΐΘΌΠΣ

ƸĢςİρΓ͵̜

̜

̨̟̬̠̜ ̜̓Ͱ̜ ̜̓ͦ

̜

Πę˄σΟξρΊΟΒͶζΚπσ͵¸ĉΦȖþ

Φ¡̎΅ͿνβΒ΄μ͵�˳Φ�Φʉť΅ʍÔΎ

οξ´�ζͿοΨ͵ΖΟ´�ζͿξΙπΠę

βΒͶΐ΄ΐ͵ƍŽΣͿξΦΧ͵̨̟̬̠ΦȣĂΧħ

ȞΐΦΙ΄μ͵¸ĉ΅ǨΑΘΠΌΠΟΒͶ�

�ɠ�ΧǻǷ΅¸ĉΎοΞΧΑεΞÎǤΐΘΦΟ

ΒͶΌΦ´�ΣΧ͵ĈǕΦΌΠ΅μ͵ǦʟΣÛΒ

ξ�ʏΡΧǨΑΞβΔσͶ̜

ΌΌΟ͵ǦʟǷ��ɠĚ΅BŹΎοΞΈΠΆΣ

ǻǷΦ¸ĉ΅ǨΑξ*ςńΞΆβΐκͶ@Σ͵

ϧϿЉϤІΦAÇǦʟ΄μΧɫ�îΦAÇǷ

ЄІϙς'ξΌΠΧ��ɠΟͿξΠĴɹǷĉĂ

΅ăΆRΎοξΠˈίβΐΘͶΐ΄ΐΖοΣζ΄΄ρ

μΓ͵Ǥ�ΟΧΰΠσΡɫ�îΦAÇЄІϙ΅

'μοΞβΒͶΌοΧϧϿЉϤІAÇǦʟς�̓

ΒξζΦΟΐκ΄ͶΘΐ΄ΣĴɹΧ͵��ɠς�ɠ

ΣΐΞΆΘΦΟΒ΄μ͵ȒÇǷȅʤς�̓ΐΘΠɖ

ξ�΅Ξζ΄ΐΈΧͿνβΔσͶΐ΄ΐ͵ŽĈ

ΣΖΟΐκ΄ͶͿμΘΣ'μοΘЄІϙΠΦΧ͵

åķǢΠɫTŝΦǲξЄІϙЋPЄІϙΠQЄІ

ϙЌςʰν�ρΔΞǔǑ#ɐΦΓοςɾƢΒξζΦ

ΟΐΘͶΠΌΠΧ͵ˍôΦ�Ƈ®ЄІϙΟ'ξΠ

ǻǷ΅¸ĉΎοΞξΦΟΒͶĸΊ˖΅ʂΜΊ

μοΘΦΟΒͶριξĴɹ̊ŤΧ͵ϧϿЉϤІΦ

AÇǦʟΦJ˟ΟǨΑΘΣΒ·βΔσͶ̜

̜

ЕĴɹǷ��ɠĚЖ̜
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ΎΞ͵�ʋΦ´�ΠΧǲΛΞ͵Î̀¡̎ΠΐΞ

Ĵɹ˲ǵ΅ƖþΣ§̅ΟͿξΌΠ΄μ͵ǻǷΦÎǤ

Χ��ɠΟͿξΠʗμοξΌΠ΅ͿνβΒͶΌΦ´�

ΣΧ͵ǦʟǷΣΟΧΈ͵�Î¡̎ΠΐΞ̨̟̩̠Ă΅

ʗμοΞξΌΠΣνβΒͶ̜

ΠΌπΟ͵ĴɹǷΣ��ɠΠΎοΞΘΌΠ΅Ȝ

ȈΎοΞΈΠΧ͵ǻǷ΅¸ĉΎοΓΣ͵ΖΦÎǤ

΅ǻłΎοΞΈΌΠΟΒ΄μ͵ββΟΦ̈́�¹Φ

ĭƨǷƂ�ςŊưΒξΌΠΟ͵ǻǷΦÎǤς©ξΌ

ΠΣνβΒͶΌΌΣΧ͵ͿβΘΦɭ̅ΣǈΚΘ˲ǵ

ǚʗ΅ͿνβΒͶΠζ΄Έ͵ΌΐΘ´�ΣΧ͵̈́ ΧǦ

ʟǷΣΟΧΈ͵�ÎǷΣ�ÍΎοΘρΊΟΒͶΌ

ΌΟΧ͵@Σ̈́ΠΧƟΦζΦΙΠˈίΞΘΌΠς

ęRΒĖʁ΅ͿνβΒͶ̜

̜

̟̩̠̜ ̜̈́ Ͱ̜ ̢̨̢͕͕̩̥̥̥̣̜̈́ͭ̈́ ̜ͭ̈́͘

̜

xξʉɱ˚Φ¡̎ΟΒ΅͵ΌΦĂΦ�˃ς

̈́ ΣΠΛΞΦЙJ˟ǷƂ�ɑКΠ�σΟΈΌΠΣΐβ

ΒͶΎΞ͵Όο΅�ÍΎοΘΠΌΠΟΒ΄μ͵Ɵ

ĂςĐβΒͶ̜

̜

Ћ̨̭Ќ̜ ̜ͤ̈́ Ͱ̜ ͤЋ̢̨̢͕͕̩̥̥̥̣̜̈́ͭ̈́ ͭ̈́͘Ќ̜

̜

ΌΌΟǨΑΞΈξΦΧ͵�ɨǷΣ�ʏ΅ǨΑΘΠΆ

Φǜ�ŊΐΠβΛΘΈ�ΑΟΒͶΜβν͵ĈVΦĭƨ

ǷƂ�Φ�ÍςǨΑΎΔΞΐβΛΘJ˟ǷƂ�ɑ

ΣΞ%΅βΓ΄ΛΘΦ΄ΦŊư΅Ύο͵ΖΦ

ĎΣΖοΦň˺Π΄1ƢςΜΑΞĭƨǷƂ�ς

ÎǤΎΔξʑγ΅ΎοξΦΟΒͶ¸ĉΎοΘͿΠ

ΦĭƨǷƂ�ς ̈́ͦΠɼǤΒοΨ͵̜

̜

Ћ̨̮Ќ̜ ̜̜̈́ͯ ̜̈́ͦ

̜

ΠνβΒͶζΚπσ͵̈́ͦΧǦʟ΄μÞRΎοΘζΦ

ΟΧͿνβΔσͶΌΦζΠΟ͵̜

̜

̨̟̯̠̜  ̞̜̈́ͪ̓
̜

΅ħȞΐΘΠΆΣ͵�˳Φ�Χ��ɠ�΅�ɠΣ

ΛΘΠʉρΊΟΒͶʁΒξΣ͵ŤΐĴɹ΅˲

ǵΎοħeΐΘΠʒΟΒͶ̜

ζΚπσ͵ǻǷ΅¸ĉΎοΞΐβΦΟͿοΨ͵

ΒΟΣЕǦʟǷ��ɠĚЖΦ̋ǻΟʗΛΞ

Θ�Ĥ΅ˑɸΐΞΈΣ˕·βΔσͶΌΌΟΧ͵ǻ

ǷΦ¸ĉΧǨΑΠ_ŏΟʒςΐΞβΒͶ

Lþ͵ĘΦΘεͶ̜

ΎΞ͵ǜ�ςŊΐRΐ͵ȿƈΠΐΞͿμΘJ˟Ƿ

Ƃ�ςÞDΐλΠΠΆ͵Ζο΅H$ǷΣΡσ

ζΦΟͿξΦ΄Χ͵ΒΟΣʟΑΘλΣ͵ʜζ͵Ρσ

Ǧʟζ͵ŜΞΧΈοβΔσͶΖοΧǦʟ΄μΧ

ÞRΟΆΦΟΒͶ΄νΣ͵Ĵɹ˲ǵςħeΎΔ

ΘζΦ΅͵ǛƦʈÄΠ΄ǃf`ΟͿΛΘΠΐΞ͵Ζ

οςŜΞΈοξǦʟΡΧ΄ΛΘΦΟΒͶͿΛ

ΘμΨ͵Ĵɹ˲ǵΧȮxΣǄσΟΐβΛΘΌΠΟ

ΐκͶĴɹ˲ǵςħeΎΔΞξΦΧ͵Ǧʟ΄μΧ

ÞRΟΆΓŜΞζζμΌΠςɖRΒĴɹ

ɗΦτφϣτΟΒͶΖΦτφϣτ΅ΎβΏβʑɸ

ςÞΈΦΟΒͶǦʟς�ʏΐΞξρΊΟΧΦ

ΟΒͶΌο΅ĴɹǷ��ɠĚςBŹΐΞΈΒΑγ

ΚΟΒͶ̜

̜

ΎΞ͵ΌΌβΟΣˈίΞΆΘTƆΧ͵J˟ǷƂ�

ɑΦΚΦΦΦΦƂ�ΣΜΞζ˛ǪΟΆβ

ΒͶΌΦǑςʚũΒξΘεΣ͵ΘΠΨ͵NɳĀΦ

λ˖Hς�ν�ΞγβΐκͶǤ�ΦNɳĀΧ

ΖονΣʀ̃ǻǷςζΚ͵βΘΖοςÎǤΎΔ

ξĭƨǷƂ�ζʀ̃Ƃ�ΦȽγ�ρΔΠΛΞ

βΒͶΖΐΘƂ�ΦΩΠΜ͵ΘΠΨ͵̢̨͕̈́ ΧƯ

ςΜΈξΠɿƯƂ�ΟͿξ΄ζΐοβΔσͶζΚ

πσ͵NɳĀΧɿƯΠĭƨǷƂ�Φγ΄μħ

ȞΐΞξρΊΟΧͿνβΔσ΅͵ΌοΧ˥ʁƂ

�ΦΩΠΜΟΐκͶ̜

ΎΞ͵̢̨͕̈́ ΧɿƯΠßǻǷЋ͚ͅЌςÎǤΎΔξ

Ƃ�ΟζͿξρΊΟΒͶΒξΠ͵ΌΦƂ�ΖΦζΦΣ

ÛΐΞζ�βΟΦTƆ΅ϘϤЄЉϤΣ˛ǪΟΆξΌΠ

΅ʂΞ�οξΟΐκͶΜβν͵ɿƯΠßǻǷ

Ћ͚ͅЌςÎǤΒξΘεΣΧ͵ɿƯÑςʌΊξΠ΄͵Ζ

Φ˟TΣΞǆþς̆þ��ΣΒξΠ΄͵Ưς

�νRΐθΒĉĤΣΐΞΈΠƂ�΅ħȞΐ

ΊοΨμΈνβΒͶΌΐΘJ˟ǷƂ�ɑΦ

ΦΦΦĭƨǷƂ�Χ͵̨̣̜͛ ̩̣̥̥̥͛ΠɼǤΟΆβΒͶ

ΟΒ΄μ͵ƟĂ΅ĐμοξΟΐκͶ̜

̜

̨̟̰̠̜ ̜ ̢̨͕̜̈́ Ͱ̜ ͽ̨̩̥̥̥̣̜͛ͭ͛ͭ ̜ͭ͛͘ ̜ͪ ͚ͅ;̜

̜

ΌΦTƆΧɎνˇΐ͵�#ΦĭƨǷƂ�ΣLó

ǷΣ˛ǪΐΞΈΌΠ΅ΟΆβΒͶΘΠΨ͵�Ýź

˙˭ςΜΈξͪΖΦΘεΣΧ�ÍΦƂ�ςǈʶΒ

ξ˭ȥςΜΈξͪΖΦΘεΣΧͨͨΠ˴.΅ǵ

ǨΐΞξμ͵LóǷTƆ΅�ɠΙΠΌΠΟ

ΒͶ̜

ΎΞ͵ΌΌβΟΦʥʟςşǦΐΞγξΠ͵ĴɹǷ�

�ɠĚ΅BŹΎοξ˕ȖΟǨΑξ�ʏͥͥЋ̨̭ЌĂ

ΟȌΐΘζΦͥͥΧ͵ĭƨǷƂ�ΣÛΒξ�ʏΟ

Β΄μ͵ΠνͿΓ̨̟̠ĂΦì˃ΣʌÍΎοΘƶ^θ

ǧ¶ǷƂ�ΣÛΒξ�ʏΟΧͿνβΔσͶΌΦΌΠ

Χ͵ĴɹǷϱЄφϐϘЃЉ΅ĭƨǷƂ�Φ�ʏς

ˍΑΞǨΑξμΨ͵ΖοΧΖΦĈŭΣΊξȒÇ

ǷȅʤΣĻʈΐΟǨΑΞξΠĢ�ΟΒͶ

ζΚπσ͵Ĵɹ˲ǵΦ˕ȖΟ͵ΖΦĈŭΦǦʟ΄μ

ΒοΨʌÍΐΧΓΦĭƨǷƂ�΅ʌÍΟΆ

ΞΐβΛΘΠΐΘμ͵ΖοΧ͵ζΚπσ͵ǦʟΣÛΒ

ξ�ʏΠνβΒͶΐ΄ΐ͵ΌοΧĴɹ˲ǵΦ˕ȖΟ

ΦγǨΑξΌΠΟΧΈ͵ΎβΏβÎ̕θʅÙΡ

ΣΞǨΑξ�ʏΦ�˟Σΐ΄˕·βΔσͶ̜
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ΎΞ͵ǦʟǷ��ɠĚθĴɹǷ��ɠĚΣΜ

Ξʗν͵ȒÇǷȅʤ΅ŜξΠΧΡΦλΌΠ

Φ΄ΠǑςũμ΄ΣΐΞΆΘΜζνΟΒͶȿʟε

ΘζΦςŵΞΆβΐκͶ̜

ǦʟΧȏơΎοΞξΌΠςŜΞΈοξΦγΟ͵

ĭƨǷƂ�ςŜξΠΛΘϷϗϢυϱΌΠΧΟ

ΆβΔσͶΖοςΌΦΧĴɹɗΦτφϣτΟ

ΒͶΟΒ΄μ͵τφϣτ΅ĴɹΦˑʹςUνΩμ

ΞΆΘΦΟΒͶΐ΄ΐ͵ΖΦτφϣτΧ͵ƶ^ΦĴɹ

ǷĉĂΣĻʈΒξ˷νΟǏΎοΞΐβΦΟΒͶ̜

�ʏ�ɒΧ͵ƶ^ǷȅʤςĴɹǷĉĂΣŵΆǼ

ΒΌΠΣλΛΞ͵ΟΆξΙΊϘϤЄЉϤΣΎβΏβЕ

ĭƨͪǻǷЖ˴.ςάξΣ΄Ί͵ʙΛΘ͵Ϳξ

Χ͵��ɠ˴.Φň˺ςʑγβΒͶȒÇ΅˖H

ΟͿξΠΧ͵άξΟͿξΠĢ�ΟΒͶΖοΧ͵

τφϣτςάξΣ΄Ί͵ǓǹζΦςƾ�ΐξΦ

ΟΒͶΐ΄ΐ͵ŶVΣƃξίΆζΦΧ͵ΩμεΆΟͿ

ντφϣτΟΒͶɎνˇΐβΒ΅͵ȒÇ΅ΩμεΆθ

τφϣτςŜΞΈοξρΊΟΧͿνβΔσͶȢɗ

Χ͵˖H�ɒλνζ�ʏ�ɒΦΰ΅͵ȒÇ΅˖H

ΟζͿνξΌΠΦĢ�ςũȃΣʗΛΞξΠɖβ

ΒͶ̜

�

�

���������������������

�

ϹЁЉΦȒÇĴɹʟΣΜΞ̜
ȭéȇ�̜

̜

ϹЁЉΦ̝͍͓ͅ͏͍͘͏̜ ͎̜͋͘ ͆͏͍͙͖͙̜͒͑ͧ͘͢ ΣΜΞ¼

 Ĉŧ͵λΖ��Φλθν�νςΐΘͶʣǌĎ͵

ȑ΅ϹЁЉΣʳ¡ΐΘΦΧ��ΦБΜΦǑΟͿξͶ̜

ЋАЌȒÇΣΧĴɹςǨγRΒϷϗϢυϱĊc

Χ͵ΠʟǑΣÛΐΞΌ�ʟΐΘͶǤ¬͵t

ǴǪƝ£ΠΐΞûȫΣ)ροΞξ ̀̈́̾ ΧƌȊƭ

G̙ςΖΦ}ǦΠΐΞξ΅͵ΖοΧ˧ÅdÇΠ

ȒÇ΅ȉȞΎοξβΟΧ͵βΛΘΈ»ġΒξΌΠΎ

RƃζΦΙΛΘͶȉ΄ΣƌȊƭG̙ΦǦʟ

ΙΊΟΧ ̀̈́̾ ςΡθΛΞ'ΛΘμ΄ρ΄μ

Ͷΐ΄ΐǦʟΧΖος}ǦΠΐΞ̈ŋʈťĂΦ�

$J˟ʅÙ΅�ɠΟͿξΌΠςȌΒͶΖΦΌΠΧ

ĨͷΣΖΦλĴɹς˲ǵΐλΠƱÍǷl

ƝΣξΟΧ΄͵ΌΦΌΠΧȒÇ΅ŤΐĴɹ

ΦRǤΣƱÍǷĊcςƈΘΐΞξΌΠςȌΐΞ

ξΟΧ΄З̜

ƟΟ͵ƌȊƭG̙ΧͿβνϷϯϿЁЉΟΧ

΄ζΐοΠęΛΞ͵�ëɺūΦ*ςńΘͶ

ϧϿЉϤІdÇΠ˥dʟ΅ȉȞΎοξ_Σ͵ĨͷΧ

�ëɺūςęΜΈΌΠ΅ΟΆΘπ΄Зțς̑έ

ΌΠΠΧ˘ΛΞ͵�ëɺūΧ͵ǦʟςȅμΊοΨ

ΖΐΘƗĘΒμβΛΘΈĺΈΌΠ΅ΟΆ͵Ǧʟ

ΣλΛΞΧΑεΞΖΦ�ɠĚ΅ȌΎοΘƗĘΟͿξͶ

ΖΐΞΖΦΌΠΌΖ�ëɺūΠĴɹς˲ǵΐλ

ΠlƝ΅ǨβοΘΦΟΧ΄З̜

ϹЁЉΦɮʗΧȑΣΧ¼¸ɚΆ�νΣΈ΄ΛΘ΅͵

ΩΠΐΆνʥʟ΅ͿΛΘĎ͵ċΧȑΦ�ąς²ŽǷ

ΣʕεΘλΣęͶ̜

ЋБЌȒÇΦ²ŽǷĊcΧȏơΟͿξ͵ΠʟǑ

ΣÛΐΞΧƟΦλΣĲWΐΘͶ̧̩ øˆΈ_͵ŧŽ

ΟϪφϮϗЀІřˋ΅ÂβπΠΐΞΘΌπ͵ğ³

ȒÇɗΧǸ͵ĨͷΧºŞΦϪφϮϗЀІΦřˋϟϽ

ІϨЃςŁΜΌΠΧRƃ͵řˋΣ)ξ̇ȊƷ

Φò°õΧ˷μοΞξ΄μΙ͵Π�ąΐΞΘͶΐ

΄ΐǤ¬͵ϪφϮϗЀІϟϽІϨЃΧΘΈΎσͿξͶ

ğ³ȒÇΣλΛΞȏơΎοΘΌΠςĴɹΧ˗ħΐΞ

ΐβΛΘͶ΄ΜΞΦʥʟΧτϦЅϑĴɹς_ŏΣΐ

ΞΘ΅͵ΖΦĎΦϣϗϝЃĴɹΦǵæ΅ΖΦλ

[ȴςįΚȈΛΞΐβΛΘ΄μΟͿξͶȒÇΣλ

ξȏơΧσμƱÍǷζΦΟΧͶÎΧțƭ

ΦλΣƭΝ΄οξΌΠΦaƟǷƂ�΅ΖΦλ

ȏơΣΧǎσΟΘΦΟͿν͵ĴɹΧΡΣ

΄ΐΞ�ʂΒξΠ��ɠ·ςįΚȈΛΞΐβͶ̜

ΌΦ�ąΧ͵Î̀ΣΖΦλΌΠΧºΠΐΞϹ

ЁЉΧΒΉΣʲħΐΘͶΘΙΐ͵Ƃ�΅ΧΛΆνΠǛ

ÍΎοοΨȒÇΧȏơΒξΦΙΠ�ąΐ͵ȑΧΌο

Σ�ĢΐΘͶΌΦΠΆΧΖο��ʥʟΐ΄ΛΘ΅͵

ΖοΧȒÇΦɝÍǷ�ǇΣΜΞζĈΞΧβξ

ΙπΠȑΧęΛΘͶÎΧϹЁЉΦʟšς�_Σʛ

σΙΠΆ΄μ͵ΌΌ΅ϹЁЉΦʥʟ΅ʙνΟͿξΌΠς

ȌΒƱÍǷϷφІϤΙΠęΛΞΘΦΟͿξͶ̜

̜

ȒÇΧͿξΧΛΆνΐΘƂ�Φ�ΟΧ͵ĨͷΣ

ΡΒίΆ΄ςŜξΐ͵βΘ%΅ΟΆ΄ζ

ŜξΦΟͿν͵ΌομБΜΦĊcΣÛΐΞ̈ÛȔ

ĚΡβΛΘΈΠęͶΖοΧƟΦλ*ςɖ

ΞγοΨρ΄ξΌΠΟͿξͶϬϘϷЉϤϕφϙΦ

ϮϣϋόϻЁς'ξΠĴɹʝ̎ςɖΞγλͶ

ȉ΄ΣȒÇΧΰΠσΡ%Φł˩ζ�Ͷΐ΄ΐ

ζΐ͵όϻЁΦȤ$ſŢΣ ̷̸ͅ ƜɡςǪξΠƱÍ

ΐ͵όϻЁΦɅ˥˧΅% ͕͑ ΟͿξ΄ζΧΛΆνΐΘΠ

ΐλͶΒξΠΘΠΨɰ�ĆþΦɿ�ʃƎςǈʶ

ΒξΘεΣΧ͵̷̸ͅ ƜɡΦɛ|Χ ̬͗͗ ��ΟΊ

οΨμΠ΄͵̷̸ͅ Ɯɡ
ΦϘϟЄІΠϱϝϗ

ωІΦƪǢΧΌοΌοΟΊοΨμ͵Π΄Φ

OťȨςſŢȒÇΧ�͵ĴɹɗΧΌοΣďΛΞ

ʌʊΒξͶ�ƙΣϷЂϘϟЄІƜɡΟΧΡθΛΞζ
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ÇΧOťȨζ�ξΐ͵ΧΛΆνΠȏơζΒξΦΟͿ

ξͶ̜
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ȒÇΦĴɹΣÛΒξĊcΧ²ŽǷΣΧϷϗϢυϱ
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˰ΣΓΛΠΘȑΠΐΞΧ͵ϹЁЉΦȒÇĴɹʟΣ

ΧǤÎ΄μΦ¼ΆΓοςģΑξΠΌπ΅ͿξͶȇ

Ț˲ǵ˟˰ΣΧĴɹɗΠΐΞΧƪˀǷ>Ȑ�ͷ

΅ˡçΎοξΦΙ΅͵�Ƽ¼Çςwƕΐ͵λΈkĆ

ΐΘȐĮΘΚΣλΈʂμοξ;�΅ͿξͶΖοΧ�

�ΦτφϣτΣÛΐΞ˕þΣĲWǷΣξΌΠΟͿ

ξͶȅʤ΅ʨØΟ̍Φ¥ʾ΅ˎζΦΙ΄μ��

ΦτφϣτΦĄǑ΅ΒΉΣρ΄ξ͵ΠΆΣΧΖο΅

ȒÇΦƶ^Σ�ΐΘ˟T΅ͿξΌΠΣƭΝΈͶΖΌ

ΟΖοΧΌοΌοΦƶ^Σ�ΐΞξ΄μ}ǦǷ

ΣÎǤΐĐЊΠ�S�ţΣΐΞΐβΦΟͿξͶ

�ɨΣ͵ɉ×ǦʟǷƍĿΣ²ΝΞ˫Έ�ÍΒ

ξɸǒΧ̈ôΣȅǷΣʂξͶΖΌΟċμΧ�Í

ΦʖĠ͵ΜβνΖΒξΌΠΟ͵ɤμΦȅǷ>ʵς

ʓȌΒξΠįΚnΚ̅ʖĠΣ̔μοξΦΟͿ

ξͶΐ΄ΐΌΦλĤþΧθ΅Ξ��θ@˂΄μ

ΘΐεμοξΦ΅ŮˍΟͿξͶΖοΧXΣ͵�˳

˴.ς˥σΑπΠ΄ʢɴΟͿοΠ΄ʠΎοΞξρ

ΊΟΧͶȒÇΦƶ^Σλξ�ÍΰΡͿΞΣ

μζΦΧ΄μΟͿξͶϪφϮϗЀІřˋΦ*

ςΒΟΣńΘ΅͵ΌΦĭΦʒΣΧ�ƞ΄ͶϤ

ЂϧϤЅІťĂEǺΦΌπ͵ǀůϣυϘϲЄφΟ̗ǯ

ʳϢЄϮςÎǤΒξΌΠΡȒÇ΅ȏΑΞξΠ

Ћȑζ�εΞЌà΄μΤ�ͷ΅ęΛΞΘͶǀů

ΧΖΦ�ΦˍνȿůΦĚʳςŁΛΘǀ$Ο͵ƒǝ

ΦTÅ΅ȓüςŁΛΞ	σΟξζΦΟͿξͶΖΦ

λ�ÍΦť�ĚςŁΛΘǚʳΧ͵ΖοςȀεξ

ʆþΣλΛΞʂť΅¸ρΛΞΐβͥΌοςʄ

˦ʆ,ÆĚΠͥΠΦ΅AÇΦŜΟͿξͶ

ΜβνȒÇΧ͵ʄ˦ʆ,ÆĚΦǀůϣυϘϲЄ

φĴɹςȏơΒξͨͨΧΓΟͿΛΘͶ̜

ΐ΄ΐΎβΏβĴɹΣλΛΞ͵ʄ˦ʆ,ÆΧÎ

Ǫ�ƭΣμΰΡΣν͵βθǀůϢЄϮE

ǺΦŭ�ς˅ΞξͶŤĴɹΣŃĩΒξɗΣÛ

ΐΞΧΜζȒÇǦʟΣǖμΐΞΆρεΞ§̅Ι

Π΄ΖσζΦʜζʮρΠΛΘϨύϢυϱЈ

ώϽІϵЉІ΅ąμοξͶφϩϴЉϖЀІς˗ħΒξ

ζΦΧΖΦλĞʅʟΦƹƮΣΘΑπ΅ͶΙ

΄μΎβΏβτφϣτςɤǫΣRΐ͵ȒÇΣλΛ

ΞΖοςάξΣ΄ΊξΡΠ˲ǵĴɹɗΡ͵

λΖ%ζ˗ħΟΆΦΟΧ΄ΠęͶξΠ

ΒοΨΖοΧ�ÍΦʖĠςBŹΟΆΓ͵�¨΄

μθ΅ΞͿΜΧΐκΔσʐʟÓΙλΠ˼�ΘΘ

΄οξΣɥΛΘ΄ΜΞΦȐĮΟͿξͶϹЁЉƼ�ʏ

�ɒɗς¿ΑξĴɹɗΦä´ĬΧΌΦͿΘνΙπ

Ͷ̜

̜

ÎΧϹЁЉΦʥʟΣΧζΛΠ¼Άǳ¡ςģΑξ

ΠΌπ΅ͿξͶ˧ÅdÇθTÅǨǚÇΦħȞΠ

�ȘΦȒÇ̊�ΦĎΧ͵ωЄϐϤЅϧϐϘθ˝!Å

ëÇΦĴɹˑƣ΅ΌομΦȒÇΣλΛΞζΘμΎο

ΞΆΘΌΠΡũǶΌΠΟͿξͶΌος�ÍΒξ

ΡΠ͵ΧΛΆνʉΛΞ̒̒̚̚ΐ�ąςΕϹ

ЁЉΧΒξΦΙπ΄З̜
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ϱЂϐϼІД̘ˊƴΧΐΘΊοΡ̜ ϷϬЉЄϝЉ̜

̨̩͵͙̥̩́͵͚̥̪̩Ћ̧̧̧̩ЌЌςʎΐΘ΅͵ʁΒξΣΌΌΟ

ϹЁЉΧϜЉόЃμΧ�Ç΅Ü˰ΟΣζ΄΄

ρμΒϷϘϤϼϞІĲWςλΈθΛΘ΅͵ϷϬЉΦę

ġςλΈǦʇΐΞΘεΣ�ĔýЋβΘΧʙ

ΛΘЌȞ´ΣΠΡβΛΘΠζΦΟͿΛΘͶϕφω

ІϘЛχϊЉϙΟ¡ροΘȒÇĴɹΠȍ Φ˴.Φ

ͿνťΠɜĕΦ¡̎ΣΜΞΧ%ζʟΑΞ

ΦΟͿξͶΰΠσΡͿμιξɲ'ςˍΑΞ͵ϹЁЉ

Φȡ�Φ˴ĕΧ͵Ϳμιξ´̉ςņΞϷϬЉΦ

ęġΦƢΐΎς�ąΒξΌΠΣͿξλΦΙͶζΚ

πσΖο΅ƢΐΊοΨ͵ΖοΧΖοΟλΦ΄ζΐ

οͶΐ΄ΐ�¥ΦȒÇĴɹʟΡ͵ǤÎςϷϬ

ЉΦɫΣƊε�ξΘεΣ͵ȒÇ΅Ĵɹς@Þΐ

ΞξΠ�ÎςŇΑųΞξͶ΄ΜΞ̗èΧ

ϷϬЉςŖʦΐΞξλΟÎΧȆßqΐΞξ

ЋͺĲWǷ�Ǧ�ɒ̜ ȡАï̜ ²ŽǷʡ¡̎ͻ͵

̨̨͚̥̩Ћ̧̧̨̩ЌЌΠϹЁЉςʐΐΘ΅͵ȑζ�ƙΦģġ

ςĺΈΦΟͿξͶċΦȅǷĤþΧϷϬЉΦλ¡

̎ΠΦƎ˵ΟΧΈ͵ϷϬЉŖʦΦCƻ�ɒΠΐ

΄ęͶΖοΧϷϬЉΦęġςǵæΎΔξΡΌ

π΄ȝĜΎΔΞΈζΦΣμΏξςĐΙπͶ̜
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ςˉưΒξǦʟȒÇ͵΄ξVŻƂ�΅'Ǫΐ

Θ΄ςȚũΒξƤ�ȒÇ͵ΖΐΞ�ÍΦVŻƂ�

Φ�ΟΡΦλȿƈ΅ǨΑξΦ΄ς�ǇΒξėǪ

ȒÇΣ 3T̐ΐΘ΅͵ɤǕȒÇ΅ėǪȒÇΠĚ
ƎςĆΈζΛΞξΌΠΧ͵βΎμβΟζΌ

ΠΙΠęͶºΈΦ�ΧΌΦǑςņΞ͵ȒÇΧ˖H

ΟͿξΠΛΘ̐Φ�ąςΒξͶΘΐ΄Σ͵˖H�

ɒΧ͵ȒÇΧ˖HΟΐ΄Π�ąΒξΐ͵�ʏ�

ɒζȒÇΧ˖HΟͿνξΠ�ąΐΞξͶ�ɗΧΠ

ζΣ͵ȒÇΣ˖HǷĚƎ΅ͿξΌΠςĳʕΐΞξ

΅͵ʂʇΦǽ˘ζͿΆμ΄ΣÆ¬ΒξͶΐ΄ΐ΅μ͵

ΖΦǽ˘Χ͵Ǧʟ΅ŜξΌΠΠŜΌΠΣ˴ΐ

Ξʙʇ΅Æ¬ΐΞξͳͳȑΣΧ,ǕΠΐΞΌʂ
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ξΦΙ΅ͳͳΘεΣ͵ͿβΣΎοΞξλΣ

ęροξͶΌΦǑςũȉΣΒξΘεΣΧ͵ȒÇ΅˖

HΟζͿνξΠΌΠΦĢ�ςΧΛΆνΎΔξĖʁ

΅ͿξλΣęροξͶ 
ȒÇ΅˖HΟζͿνξΌΠς́āΣʗΛΞξΦ

ΧėǪȒÇΟͿξͶΖοΧ͵%΅ÎǤ�ɠΟͿν͵

%΅ÎǤ��ɠΟͿξΦ΄ςŜΞΈοξ͵ŐʉΒ

ξΠ͵Ϳξ�ÍΦVŻƂ�Φ�ΟΧͿξΌΠΧ˗ħ

ΟΆξ΅͵ͿξΌΠΧ˗ħΟΆΠŜΞΈοξͶΌ

ΐΘĢ�ΣΞ͵ėǪȒÇΧũμ΄Σ˖HΟͿ

ξͶ*ςńΞγλͶύЂЄφΦǦʟΧĶÝ$Φʽ
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ėǪΒξɗΧ͵ΘΠΨͿξǑΣĶÝ$ςZ˗Ύ

ΔΘΠǻǷ΅�ɠ΄�΄ςʌÍΎοΘVŻ

Ƃ�ΣλΛΞWÍΒξͶΘΠΨ͵΄Έ΄ΈΦǵÝʆ

ΠVˎþΟΧ͵ć�ςŠ˹ΣZ˗ΎΔξΌΠΧΟΆ

ΠWÍΒξρΊΟͿξͶΌΌΣ<ΞξȒÇ

ΦͿνť΅ėǪȒÇΠ�ΨοΞξρΊΙ΅͵Όο

ζβΘ͵��ɠΌΠςŜΞΈοξΦΟͿξͶėǪ

ȒÇΧǻǷΣǖμΐΞ͵VŻƂ�ςάξΣ΄Ίξ

ρΊΟͿξͶΌΦĢ�ΣΞėǪȒÇΧũμ΄Σ

˖HΟͿξͶΌΌβΟΦʥʟΧ˖H�ɒζ�ʏ�ɒ

ζΠζΣĳʕΒξΠΌπΟͿπͶ 
ΠΌπ΅͵˖H�ɒ΅uTΣǦʇΐΞǑ΅

ͿξͶΖοΧ͵ǦʟΧVŻƂ�ς΄ΣΐΞÎǤΒ

ξ΄ΠĴɹǷΌΠΧβΛΘΈŜΞΈοΠ

ǑΟͿξͶΘΠΨ͵ύЂЄφΦǦʟΧĶÝ$Σ

΄ΣΐΞ�ÍΦǵÝʆΠVˎþςζΘμΒ΄Π

¡̎ͳͳβΎΣĴɹǷ¡̎ͳͳςʇƱΐΞΈοξ

ρΊΟΧͶЋΌοΧ͵ŽʔľșΟϢЉϛ A Π�
σΟΘζΦ΅�ąΐΞξΠΌπΟͿξЌͶʇƱ

ΐΞΈοξΦΧĴɹɗΦτφϣτΟͿξͶǦʟΧ

΄ΣΒοΨVŻƂ�ς'νRΔξ΄ΠЈĴɹɗ

΅βΎΣˉưΐΞξ¡̎ΣȦςŏȌΟΆΦ

ΟͿξͶζΚπσ͵ŏȌΟΆξΠ0ΑΞξ˖H�

ɒɗζξΟͿπ΅͵ΖΐΘ�ΧͿβνΣζϦφ

Љϱ˖H�ɒɗΟͿξͶ 
�ťΟ͵ŏȌΟΆΠ0ΑΞξϚІϖϢυ

ϱ˖H�ɒɗΣΐΞζ͵ČͷΣΐΞͿξ¼�Ǒ

ςʂɰΠΐΞξͶʉɱςŐξΠ͵ċμΧ͵�ʏ�

ɒ΅ǦʟΧ��ɠ�ςŜξΠΠΆΦƱÍǷ

Ģ�ςņœΥΞξͶ�ʏ�ɒΦʅǑ΄μΒξΠ͵

ėǪȒÇΧ͵ΘΠΨ͵ʌÍΎοΘVŻƂ�Σ,

ÆΐΞͿξǻǷ΅��ɠΟͿξΌΠςŜΞΈοξ

ρΊΟͿξ΅͵VŻƂ�Σ,ÆΔΓΣͳͳΜβν͵

Ǔ˴.ΣͳͳͿξȘΦǻǷΧ��ɠΟͿξΠΌ

ΠςŜΞΈοξρΊΟΧͶΘΠΨ͵ύЂЄφ

ΦǦʟΧ�ëɺūς'ξΠΛΘǻǷΧΖζΖζʌ

Í��ɠΟͿξΠ�ąΐΞξͶΖοΧ͵σμ΄

ΦVŻƂ�Σ,ÆΐΞ�ëɺūΧ��ɠΟͿξΠ

�ąΐΞξΦΟΧΈ͵�ëɺūΧǦʟ΅Ƣΐ

˷νΟɂÛǷΣ��ɠΟͿξΠ�ąΐΞξΦΟͿ

ξͶ�ʏ�ɒΧ͵ǦʟΧͿξȘΦǻǷΦʌÍΖΦζ

ΦςȏơΐΞξΠɖξΦΟͿξͶΐ΄ξΣ͵˖H

�ɒΧΌΦɜĕΦǑςuTΣǦʇΐΞμΓ͵ė

ǪȒÇ΅Ŝξ��ɠ�ΠǦʟ΅Ŝξ��ɠ�

Χ�ȘΦζΦΟͿξΠɖΞξͶΐ΄ΐ͵ΌΦ�Μ

Φ��ɠ�΅ǲΛΘόϢϔЂЉ͵ͿξΧǲΛ

ΘЄϴЃΣçΐΞξΌΠΧũǶΟͿξͶόІϤǷʉ

ťςΒοΨ͵ėǪȒÇ΅Ŝξ��ɠ�Χ�ʉ

Ƿ��ɠ�ΟͿν͵Ǧʟ΅Ŝξ��ɠ�ΧÍʉ

Ƿ��ɠ�ΟͿξͶ*ςńΞγλͶύЂЄφΦǦ

ʟΣλοΨ͵�ëɺūς'ξΌΠΧǦʟǷ��ɠ

�ΟͿξͶĶÝ$Φʽ˖ΧřǚɆΣξΠǦʟ

ΧƔKʽ˖ςŎΈ�ëɺūΦÆ¬ςȏơΐΞξͶ

ΐΘ΅ΛΞ͵ΖΦΘεΦĭƨǷƂ�ςÎǤΎΔξΌ

ΠζΟΆͶЋΌοΧ͵ŽʔľșΟϢЉϛ B Π�σ
ΟΘζΦ�ąΐΞξΠΌπΟͿξЌͶΖοΧ͵

VŻƂ�Σ,ÆΐΘ��ɠ�ΟΧΈ͵Ǧʟ΅Ƣ

ΐΠΎοξ˷νΟΦɂÛǷЋÍʉǷЌ��ɠ�

ΟͿξͶ˖H�ɒΧΌΦƍŽǷǽ˘ςʂɰΠΐΞ

ξλΣʂξΦΟͿξͶ 
ΠΌπΟ͵ύЂЄφΦǦʟΧ͵ϧϿЉϤІΣλΛΞ�

ʏΎοΘͶΜβν͵ĶÝ$Φʽ˖ΧřǚɆΟΧΈ͵

ƔKΟͿξΠΌΠΣΛΘͶϧϿЉϤІΦǦʟΧ

�ëɺūς'ξΌΠΧȏơ�̋ΟΧΠŜΞ

ξͶΐ΄ΐ͵Ι΄μΠΛΞzÿΣ�ëɺū΅RǤ

ΐΘρΊΟΧΌΠΧ�ȅΦ�ÎͶ�ëɺūΦR

ǤΧÎΣ 20�ȳΣΛΞΦΌΠΟͿΛΘͶ¼�Ό
ΠΧ͵ϧϿЉϤІΦǦʟΧ�ëɺūΣΠΛΞΦĭƨ

ǷƂ�΅%ΟͿξ΄ςβΛΘΈζΛΞŜΞΧ

ΠǑΣͿξͶΌΌΣͿξΦΧ͵�Ǧʟς�ʏ

ΐΘŤΐǦʟ΅ΘΙΚΣĴɹǷˑƣςζΘμΒρ

ΊΟΧΌΠΦ�*ΟͿξͶŤΐǦʟΧ͵ΘΙ͵

�ɠĚΦŤΐ÷ςΆν˲ΘΣ˕·ͶΘΐ

΄Σ͵ΌΌΣΌΖĴɹˑƣΦ}ld΅ͿξΠʐ-Β

ξ�ζξΟͿπͶΐ΄ΐ΅μ͵ǂ�ΎοξΌΠ΅

ºΠΧ͵ĴɹΠǦʟΧǲξΦΟͿΛΞ͵L

þʉ΅͵Ǧʟ΅ĴɹςǼĪǷΣζΘμΒρΊΟΧ

ΦΟͿξͶδΐπ͵ĴɹςˉưΎΔξζΦΧ͵�

˳ΦƈΞΐΆƠźΟͿξΠęͶǦʟ΅�ɠĚΦ

Ťΐ÷ςΆν˲Θ΄μΠΛΞ͵Ơź΅ΘΙ

ΚΣǨβοΞΈξρΊΟΧͶΖοΧ͵δΐπ͵�

_΄μÆ¬ΐΘǍΠΐΘ̏źθƠźΣŤΘ΄ΘΚ

ς�ξΣ˕·ͶΘΠΨ͵ɓɻ!ʚ΅Ǩβο

ΘΌπ͵ũμ΄ΣŷήΦČƃΠΛΘΌΠΧǦʟǷ

��ɠΟͿΛΘͶΐ΄ΐ͵ΌΦ!ʚΣΧŷήΦČƃ

΅»ΠΐΞʗμοΞΘΠęͶΌΐΘ»Π΄̏ź

ͳͳƠźͳͳΣ͵20�ȳΦȒÇǦʟΧŤΐ΄
ΘΚς�ΘͶτϷЅ 8�Σλξŷ̉ȁ˽Χ�Ơ
źςÎǤΐΘΦΟͿξͶȢɗΧ͵ĴɹςǵæΎΔξ

ƍŽǷ}ldΧ͵δΐπ͵�˳ΦƠźΟΧ

΄ΠɖξͶƠźΧǻǷςǨγRΐ͵ĴɹΧΖΦΘ
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εΦ˖Hςŏ+ΐλΠΒξͶΠΐΘμ͵Ơź΅Ĵɹ

ςǵæΎΔξΠʉťΣΧuTƍĿ΅ͿξΌ

ΠΣξΙπͶ 
ȢɗΧ͵ΠΈΙσ͵ƠźΣΜΞΦǦʟςζΛΞ

ξρΊΟΧ΅͵ƠźΠζΦΧȍ ǨƺΦ


Ο͵Μβν͵�ÍΦȍ ǷƂ�Φ
ΟǨβοΞΈ

ξζΦΟͿξΌΠςęΨ͵ĴɹΠƠźΦ˴ːς¡

ΌΠΧĴɹΠȍ ΠΦ˴ːς¡ΌΠΣξΙπͳ

ͳζΚπσ͵ǦʟΦǵæςǓʄΒξΌΠ΅ΟΆ

ΦΧĈǕΟͿξ΅ͳͳΠɖξͶ 
ĴɹΠȍ ΠΦ˴ːΠ¡̎ΟΨ͵ȢɗΧ͵

Ĵɹςʐ-ΒξĴɹЋτϚϘϻІϤЌΣΜΞΦȒÇ

�ÇǷʥʟ΅ͿΛΞζλΠęͶάΜ͵ΌΐΘϻ

ϝЄϴЃΟΦĴɹΣΜΞΧ͵ȒÇ�ÇǷʥʟΧ

ΰΠσΡΈ͵ĴɹΧϸЉϒϠϤΟΖΦ-5΅Ʊβξ

Π΄͵ŚƴǷʐ-ΦÛʩΟΐ΄͵ΠΛΘɖ

΅ŗˡǷΟͿξλΣęροξͶΐ΄ΐ΅μ͵Όΐ

ΘʥʟΣϘϤЄЉϤΣȞΚDΛΞΈ_Σ͵Ĵɹʐ

-ΦΘεΦĴɹΠΛΘϻϝЄϴЃΣÆ¬ΒξĴɹ

Φ²ŽǷĚƎςĵőΒξΌΠ΅͵ĴɹΠȍ ΠΦ˴

ːς¡ΘεΣΧĖʁΦΟΧΙπ΄Ͷ 
ΘΠΨ͵�ŧΟΧ¼Çʐ-ΠΌΠ΅ǺσΣ

ΎοΞξͶΌοΧ͵¼ÇΠζΦςŜɞΦΘε

ΦĴɹǷɽɐΟͿξΠγΐΞ͵ΌοςFƢΣʐ-

ΐλΠΒξζΦΟͿξͶΖΦʐ-Φ�ťΧ΄νÜ

˰Ƿ΄ΜĴɹǷΟͿξͶΐ΄ΐ͵ΌΐΘʐ-Ĵɹ

Χ͵ϷϬЉθϹЁЉ͵ΖΐΞȢɗ΅ɖΞξλ

Ģ�ΟΦĴɹΦΟͿπ΄ͶȢɗΧ͵Žʔľș

ΟȒÇĴɹΦ²ŽĂΠΐΞƂ�ΝΆ�ǇΦĂЋ1Ќ
ςńΞ͵ΌοΣΧʐ-ǷͿξΧʃȫǷʉũΧ

�βοΞΠ�ÍΐΞΘ΅͵ϻϝЄϴЃΣ

Æ¬Βξʐ-ĴɹΠΛΘζΦΧΌΦ�ÍΣ�ΐΞ

ξλΣʂξͶΡΦλĉΟĂЋ1ЌΣ-5Ƿʁ
ȹ΅Dν˄σΟξΦ΄ςʂξΦΧ͵ȍ ÇǷȇ

ȚΣçΒξΦ΄ζΐοͶβΘΖΌ΄μΐΞ͵Όΐ

Θʐ-ΦΘεΦĴɹςΡ#ɐΝΊξ΄Π¡̎

΅ǵǨΐΞΈξλΣęξͶΌΌΣΧ͵δ΄ΐʗμο

ΘŚƴΦȒÇqΠφϣϋЅϏЉ΅ζΉνΌσΟ

Έξ΄ζΐοͶΐ΄ΐ͵ȢɗΠΐΞΧ͵ΌΦ#ɐ

ΝΊΠΛΘ¡̎Χ͵ȒÇ�ÇςʻβΞ͵ΐ΄ΐ͵

ΖΌ΄μ�ƣʻγRΐΞ͵ĴɹΠȍ ΠΦ˴ːςΠ

šɢΦ
ΟΌΖǦʇΎοξίΆ¡̎ΙΠɖ

ξͶ 
 
�ʋ 
ύЂЄφΦǦʟΠϧϿЉϤІΦǦʟΠΦ˴.ΣΜ

ΞΧ͵ϷϬЉ΅ͺÎ¬ʟΠȒÇΦǻǷͻȡ15ȟΟ͵
ͺϧϿЉϤІΦ�ǰ$ȲΣΜΞͻ΄μΦ©ςńΞ

ΞΥΣʚũΐΞξΦΟ͵�ɖΣΐΞΘΙΊ

οΨͿν΅ΘͶ 

���������������������

ßƳ}̳ϹЁЉ˳šˍ΄μ͵̧̧̩̰ ø ̨̩ ŷ
̨̜
̜

ßƳ}̜ ʘ̜

ϣυЇυϥЈϹЁЉ̜

̜
ϣυЇυϥЈϹЁЉƬΧ͵̧̧̩̰ ø ̮ ŷŧŽϷϬЉ�Ç

ȇȚ ΣΞʣɒςΌΛΘͶΖΦĎ͵ßƳ}΅

ˋΛΘʳ¡ΣÛΐΞˇȦςÖΔΞΈΙΎΛΘΦΟ͵Ζ

ος�ˬΎΔΞΘΙΈΌΠΣΐΘͶ̜

̜

ЕßƳ}Φʳ¡Ж̜

̜

ͿΘΦʥʟΧϢϐϩЅϗЉΦ�ÎǷƌĕΣ

Φγ΄΄ρΛΞξλΣęβΒͶЋͺȒÇ

Ǧʟ΅˖HΟζͿνξΠΧͻŽʔ ͚̥̜̰ ς�ǖ

ΎοΘЌͶĴɹςǵæΎΔYǪΒξΠΆΣΧ͵6Ǧ

ǷͿξΧʯǪÛjƈΣ΄΄ρξ¡̎ςıΌΠΣ

ξΠęβΒ΅͵ΌΐΘǑΣΜΞΡɖΟ

Β΄ͶͿΘΧ͵ĴɹΧΖΦƌĕΣΞσμ6

ǦǷϓЉϥͿξΧ-5Wţς�βΠɖΟ

Β΄Ͷ 
̜

ȑΧ͵ǤɸΦYǪ�ɠĴɹςʐ-ΒξΘ

εΣ)ξЈλν̗ЄϴЃΦĴɹ΅Æ¬Β

ξΠęΦΟΒͶΖΐΘλν̗ЄϴЃΟΦ

ĴɹΧĖǕǷΣ6ǦǷͿξΧŚƴǷʁȹς�

δλΣęβΒͶΘΠΨ͵ΖομΧƌǘćΦʐ

-Σ΄΄ρΛΞΆβΒͶȑΧ͵Ζομ΅ϷϬЉΦĢ

�ΟΦȍ ëÇθȍ ĴɹΠ�ΑЄϴЃΣͿξΠ

ΧęβΔσͶΖομΧ͵δΐπ͵ŚƴΣçΒξΦ

ΟΐκͶęΣ͵ʐ-ΠΖΐΘλν̗ЄϴЃ

ΟΦĴɹΧ͵ºΈΦ´�͵ͿξȘΦĴɹΦũȉ�

�ɠĚςʗξΌΠ΅ΟΆΠęβΒͶΐ΄ΐ΅

μ͵ǤɸΦĴɹΣΜΞΦʐ-Χȍ ȒÇ̟ȍ 

Ĵɹ̠ΣçΒξΠɖξ�΅ΘΈΎσβΒͶċμΧ

ΕΖɖξΦΟΐκ΄ͶΌΦΌΠΧ͵�ʏ�ɒ

ɗΧĴɹΦƗĘςŀ¼ΐΊοΨμΠĢ

�Οΐκ΄Ͷ̜

̜

ͿΘΧ͵̊ŤǷǦʟΧŤΐĴɹΣʫ

ǠΒξΌΠςʕεβΒ΄ͶζΚπσ͵ΌΦ¡

Σ΄σΐΞροροΧϚІϖϢυϱΟͿξί

ΆΟΒͶύЂЄφΦǦʟΧ�ëɺūΦÆ¬ςȏơΐ

ΞβΐΘͶΕμ͵ΖοΧ͵ĶÝ$ΧřǚɆς

ŎΈΠ�ąΐΞΘ΄μΟΒͶΐ΄ΐ͵ϧϿЉϤІd

ÇΧύЂЄφΦȏơςǓjζΦΠΐ͵�ëɺūς

̑ΨΒ�ɠĚςΆν˲ΘΠΧ͵̧̩ �ȳΦĎ

vΣΘξβΟΖΦΘεΦĴɹ͵Μβν͵ȑΦʉɱ

ΟʉΠΌπΦĭƨǷƂ�ΧÆ¬ΐΞ΄ΛΘΦ

                                                   
1 ĈV͵ɮšΦββˁΔξΌΠςɖΘ΅͵ϹЁЉƬλν͵ŧ
ŽʗΣΒξλΣΠΦȌ�΅ͿΛΘΦΟ͵ΖοΣďΛΘͶ 

̨̥̜

̩̥̜

̪̥̜
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ΟΒͶϧϿЉϤІdÇΧĴɹ̊ŤςζΘμΐΘρΊ

ΟΧ΄ΛΘΦΟΒͶĴɹΦǻǷΠǻǷΖΦζΦΠ

ΧsXΒίΆΟͿξΠęβΒͶŤΐǦʟΧ�

ǦʟΣζΠΝΘȏơςǓjΠΐ͵Ťΐ�ɠĚς

ÐʉΐβΒ΅͵ŤΐĴɹςζΘμΒΌΠ΅ΟΆξρ

ΊΟΧΦΟΒͶΌομΦǑΣ˴ΐΞȑΣΧ͵Ϳ

Θ΅ΡɖΞμοξΦ΄�ũΟΒͶỡ̄ƬΧ

ŤΐǦʟΧŤΐĴɹςζΘμΐξΠĢʂς

ŁΛΞβΒͶΐ΄ΐ͵ȑΦɖΟΧ͵ċΦĢʂΧ

ȑΦʉɱΟʉĴɹ̟ɸǒ̠ΦǻǷΠĴɹΖΦζΦΠ

ςsXΐΞΠęΦΟΒͶȑΦɖΟΧ͵Ĵ

ɹΦˑƣΧροροΦŤΐτφϣτΣ,ÆΒξ

ΦΟͿΛΞ͵ȒÇǷȅʤ̟Ǧʟ̠Σ,ÆΒξΦΟΧ

ΦΟΒͶ̜

ŤΐĴɹΧŤΐǦʟΣ,ÆΒξΠλνΧ͵

ροροΦƠźθ»Σ¼õΣ,ÆΒξΠΦ΅

ȑΦɖΟΒͶΕμ͵�˳ΧƤ�Φ˲˶�ƃ͵

ΌͿΛΞΰΐΠЈΎβΏβ»ςʂΞΆΘ΄μ

ΟΒͶ�̐Φ»ЋǻǷΠ΄ƠźЌΧƤ�Φ΄Οĉ

ħΎοΞΆΘΦΟͿν͵ΐΘ΅ΛΞ͵ροροΦƠź

ΦǵæςŎΈΘεΦͿξȘΦʅǑςĖʁΠΒξΠę

βΒͶΖΐΞƤ�ΣΜΞΦŤΐǚʗΧ͵ρο

ροΦƤ�ΦŤΐǵæΣÖ�ΒξΟΐκͶȑΦ

ĢʂΣΜΞͿΘΧΡɖμοβΒ΄Ͷ̜

̜

ЕϹЁЉƬΦˇȦЖ̜

̜

ȒÇΠĴɹΣΜΞȑ΅ʗΛΘΌΠ΅6Ǧ

θϓϘϤΦ¡̎ΣǼŋǷΣ΄΄ρΛΞ

ΠΌΠΧ͵ΖΦˍνΟΒͶΐ΄ΐ͵Ζ

μΈ͵ΖΐΘɖÙΧĲWΦЄϴЃΟǨΑΞΈξΟΐ

κͶȒÇΦʡǦʟΧ͵Ťΐë½΅ƝɠΒξ΄Σ

ΜΞĲWΒξΘεΣ)ǪΎοξΟΐκ΅͵˖Ē

ǷЈȾǄǷʁȹΧ͵ΘΠΨ͵Ťΐë½ςǨǩΣ

βρΒ΄Ρ΄ΦƱÍΦΘεΣ)ǪΎοξΟΐκͶ̜

̜

ͿΘΧ͵ǤɸΦĴɹΣΜΞΦʐ-Χ

ȍ ȒÇ̟ȍ Ĵɹ̠ΣçΒξΠɖξ�΅

ΘΈΎσβΒΠΛΐηξͶΌοΧ͵ρο

ρο΅ʇΦ˜ĹΣ΄΄ρΛΞξ´�͵ΖΦˍνΙ

ΠęβΒͶΘΠΨ͵��˕bΦ¡̟̎Ϳμιξ«

ΣΊξŶ¼Φȍ ¡̠̎Σ�νȽδΘεΣΧ͵ρ

οροΧβΓ͵ŉǪΐλΠΐΞξĴɹ΅Ρσζ

ΦΟͿξ΄͵ΘΠΨ͵ǨǚÇǷĴɹЋ
ɂΦɤǫЌ

ΟͿξΦ΄͵ȍ ǷĴɹ̟û�̠̜ ΟͿξΦ΄͵ȾǄ

ǷĴɹЋȗΣλξʖÞЌΟͿξΦ΄͵ΡΡςɖÙ

ΐλΠΒξΟΐκͶΌοΧ͵ΡΐΘμΖΐΘĴɹ

ςuTΣǵæΎΔμοξ΄ςȅξΌΠΠΧǞȞΣ͵

ºΈΦȇȚΠęȺςʁưΒξΟΐκͶ̜

̜

ŶVΦǑΣΜΞΧͿΘΣÊEΣ�ĢΟ

ΆβΒͶȑΧ͵ŧŽϷϬЉȇȚ ΟΦʣɒ

ΣΞ͵ɤǕ�ΧΐΨΐΨŤΐ�ɠĚ

ΦϭІϤθΩμεΆςŏ+Βξ΅͵ΡΐΘμΖομς

Ȼ˟ΣρΘΛΞÎǤΟΆξ΄ςΰΠσΡʗΛΞΈο

ΠˈίΘΠęβΒͶ�ƥΦΌΠςɖΞγΞΈ

ΙΎͶϫϐϢЂτΧ�ƥ͵ͿξΧ͵àΈΠζΖΦ

Ǩƿ̟ЁφϰЈϘϬІ̠ΣΞ�˷ςζΛΞβΔσ

΅͵ΐ΄ΐ͵ροροΧΡΐΘμΖΐΘɠdς�

˳ΣȕΔξ΄ΣΜΞΧΰΠσΡ͵ͿξΧβΛΘ

ΈɖςζΛΞρΊΟΒͶŮ˔ǷǦʟ΄μĴ

ɹΦΘεΦł�Ћ͝͏͍͙͖͙͓͍͖̜͒͑͋͘ ͓͔͍͓͙͘͘͘͜͞͝ЌςăΆ

RΔΌΠ͵ΌΦΌΠΧ͵ȿã͵ʟǦǷǑΦΟ

Ϳν͵ȑΧỡ̄Ƭ΅ΌΦʟǦǷǑΣ�ʟΒξ%μ

΄Φũȉ�*͵Μβν͵ŤΐǦʟ΅ŤΐĴɹ

ςÞΘ�*ςŏRΟΆξζΦΦ΄Ρ΄ςέ

΄ξζΦΟΒͶ̜

̜

ȡБΦǑΣΜΞΧȑΣΧȉ0ΧΖοΰΡͿνβΔ

σͶ�̐Φ»̟ǻǷΠ΄Ơź̠ΦΈΜ΄ΧЙƤ�

Φ΄ΟĉħΎοΞΆΘКΠλνΧ�̐ΣĆμ

οξζΦΟΒͶǥʃƛΟΦǆŰqςɈ�ΐλΠ

ƠźΧũǶ*ΟΒͶ̜

�

���������������������������������������������

�

ϹЁЉ̜ ͈̥̜ͅ ϸϘϑЄφЇ̜
¼ê1�̜

̜

ü̜

̜

χψϢЃϘϢІΧ̷͐͝͏̜͛ ͙͚͚̓͏͛Φ
Ο̨͵ϷϬЉ

ΦȒÇ�Ç΅ǵʂΦʟǦΣγμοξʟǦ
ĕ΄

μťƶʟǷʃ^ςɖĥΒξλΣΛΞΆΘΌΠΠ˴

ːΐΞ͵ʟǦΙΊΟȒÇ�ÇςƘȬΒξ²ȋςˏ

                                                   
1 Wettersten, J., “After Popper”, Philosophy of the 
social sciences / March 1996, pp92-112 

ξΌΠ΅ΟΆΨ΄νΟΈʟǦΦ)Ǫʃ^Φȇ

Țζʃ^ςǵæΎΔΊοΨ�uTΟͿξΠΌ

Π΅ũμ΄ΣΛΞΆΘ͵ΠTƆΐΞξͶΌΦΌΠ΅

ϷϬЉ�ÇΦɃĳɗΦ˳ΣʂʇΦǽ˘ςǨΑΎΔ͵

ʂʇςǲΣΒξ�ɼǷ��ΠΐΞ ̺̥̜ ϹЁЉΠ ̷̥̜

ϸϘϑЄφЇς�ν�ΞξͶχψϢЃϘϢІΧϸ

ϘϑЄφЇςϸϘϑЄφЇΧϷϬЉΦƕɌ΅̊Ť

ǷΟͿξΠʂξ�ͷΠ͵ȅʤςĐξΟ�Ô�ɠ

ǦʟΣ��ƞζΦΦºΈςřƑΐΞΐβΛΞ

ξΠʂξ�ͷΠΦ˳ΦϏϽϠϲς¯ελΠΐΘ͵

ċΧϷϬЉΦ�Ç΅ôʤǷťƶΟ΄Σ¼ɷ

�ΊΒξλΣΟΆξ΄ςɖΘλΙΠʗν͵ϹЁ

А̥̜

Б̥̜

̪̥̜
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ЉΣÛΐΞΧϹЁЉΧĲWǷ�Ǧ�ɒςΟΆξΙ

Ίá˫ǷζΦΣΐΘΠʐΐΞξͶϸϘϑЄφЇ͵

ϹЁЉ�ɗΣÛΒξʐ-ΧǷςÝΞξλΣęρ

οξͶχψϢЃϘϢІΧ͵�ɗ΅ϷϬЉΦȒÇ�Ç

Φ²ȋ΅ЇϿЃϡϱЃϑÇƻΦÇɔǦʟΦ
ΣͿ

ξΌΠ͵�ǦĚΦ¡̎΅ΖΌ΄μƻǨΐΞξΌΠς

ǓʄΐΞξΠĲWΐ͵ǞɤΦʇˣςæ˲ΐΞ

Έ΅ΌΌΟΧχψϢЃϘϢІΦʇˣςıρΊΟΧ

Ͷ̜

ŽșΧ͵ϸϘϑЄφЇ͵ϹЁЉ�ɗΦʟ�ςζΠΣ͵

�ɗΦ�ǑςũȉΣΒξΌΠςǻǷΣΐΞξͶ(

ΔΞ͵˧ÅdÇςʗξ̀ΣTˡ^ΧħȞΐΠ

ριξ˧ÅʟǦςεΉξ˕�Φʟ�ςăǪΐ

΅μ�ɗΦ�ǑΣÛΒξ�ΜΦʂťςŏȌΐλ

ΠęͶ̜

̜

А̜ �ɗΦ�Ǒ̜

̜

ϹЁЉΧ͵ϸϘϑЄφЇΦ�ąς¹̉ΙΊΦ�Ǧ

�ɒЋ͍͙͗͜͏͓͍̜͝ ͓͙͖͓͛͋͋͗͘͜͝ЌΠŒōΐ͵ƟΦλΣˈ

ίΞξͶ̜

̜

ϸϘϑЄφЇΧ͵ȒÇǦʟΧƢĈqΎοξĖʁΧ

ΐ͵βΘóȵǷʥʟΦΡΦλƙĂζĽ�ΐ

ΞξΠǑΟ�ʏ�ɒɗΟͿξ΅͵Ǧʟ˳Φ˜

ĹΧζΐĨͷ΅ǓîẌ�Ǧ�ɒς˞ΊΊο

ΨμμƢĈqςĖʁΠΒξ͵ΠɖΞξͶ̜

̜

ƢĈqςĽ�ΒξÃo΅ĔýΎοΞΠ

ϹЁЉΦĲWΣÛΐϸϘϑЄφЇΧ͵ǦʟΦƢĈq

ΠǦʟς�ΊDοξΌΠΣÛΒξƢĈqςsXΐΘ

Ο͵Ǧʟ΅̕ʏΎοΘΠ�ÎΧűÍǷΟΧ

Ϳξ΅ǿΟͿξΠΐΞŉǪΒξɪǦǫΟͿξ͵Ϳξ

Χ~ΐĲWΣəΘǦʟς�ΊDοξΌΠЋ0

ΑξΌΠЌΧǦΣ˛̟͛͏͙͖͋͋͌͘͜͏̠ΠΌΠς_ŏΠΐ

Ξʥʟςæ˲ΐΞΈͶϸϘϑЄφЇΧΌος ̹̈́ }

ǦЋ̹̈́ Χ ͍͙͙͙͓͙̜͛͛͌͛͋͘͝ ͛͏͚͙͛͝ βΘΧ ͍͓͓͍͖̜͛͋͝ ̤͛͋

͓͙͖͓͋͗͘͜͝ ςɼΒЌ͵ͿξΧʕʤʟǷóȵ}Ǧ

Ћ͏͚͓͜͝͏͓͍̜͗ ͓͎͍͓͘͟͞͝͏̜ ͚͓͍͓͚͖͛͘͏ЌΠ�έͶϷϬЉΧВ

�ǰʟς ΞξͶǚʳΦ�ǰΟͿξ�ǰА͵ĕ

θĢʤ΅<Έ�ǰΟͿξ�ǰБ͵ȒÇǦʟΡΦÏ

ʅǷĢ�ΟΦȅʤΦ�ǰΟͿξ�ǰВΠsT

ΊΟͿξ΅͵ΌΦВ�ǰʟΣΊξ�ǰБΣçΒξΌ

Φ}ǦςϹЁЉΧΡΦλΣʟ̓ΒξΦΟͿπ΄Ͷ

ϸϘϑЄφЇΦ�ąΣÛΒξϹЁЉΦĲWΧƟΦλ

ΣБΜΣʁȴΟΆξͶ̩̜

̜

АЎ̜

ΘΠλǦǫ΅Æ¬ΐΘΠΐΞζ͵ΖοΧǦʟ

ςǿΠ΄9ΣT̐ΒξgΊΣΧμΐ͵ÎʺǷ

                                                   
2 Miller,D. (1994): Critical Rationalism, Open Court, 
pp121-125. 

ƱţςΒξ´�Σ�ǦĚΦAΒμfξΌΠ΅Ο

ΆͶ̜

̜

~ΐĲWΣəΘǦʟς�ΊDοξΌΠΧǦ

Σ˛Π ̹̈́}Ǧ͵ͿξΧʕʤʟǷóȵ}Ǧ

ɤ$ΣÛΐƟΦλΣʟ̓ΒξͶЋϹЁЉΧϸϘϑЄ

φЇΦΌΦ}ǦςʕʤʟǷóȵ}ǦΠ�σΟξ

ΦΟ��ΟΧΌΦʉťΣďЌ̜

̜

БЎ̜

̓ДʕʤʟǷóȵ}ǦЋ��ΟΧ}Ǧ ̓ ΠɼʋΒ

ξЌ̜

̜

̽Д̜ Ǧʟ̜

͏Д̜ ̽΅~ΐȱƋΣəΘΠ³�ЋǿΟͿξ

Π�ÍΐΞΈЌ̜

̷̱̜ �ΊDοξΌΠΧǦΣ˛ΠˈʗΠΒξ̜

̣̜̓ ͏ ΄μ ̷̽ΒρΚ̜

̓ Π ͏ ΄μ ̽ ς�ΊDοξΌΠΧǦΣ˛̜

ͨͨͱ̜

ΧʟǦǷΣŸjΟͿξͶ̜

̜

ζΐ ̓ ΅ǿΟͿξΠΒοΨ̽ ς�ΊDοξΌΠΧ

ǦΣ˛ΧǿΟͿξ΅͵̓ ΅ǿΟͿξΌΠΧȅμο

ΞͶϸϘϑЄφЇΧ ̓ ɤʼ΅ȱƋΣəΞ

ξ΄μ ̓ς�ΊDοξΌΠΧǦΣ˛ΠͶβΘ͵�

ǦǷΣ�ΊDομοΘʉũ΄μǌɏΎοΘʉũΧ

�ǦǷΣ�ΊDοξΌΠ΅ΟΆξΠϸϘϑЄφЇ

Φ�ąζʕεΘΟ͵͏ ΅ǿΟͿξΌΠΠͱ΄μ̜

̷̓ μΨ ̷̷̽ΒρΚ̜

̓ς�ΊDοξΌΠ΅�ǦǷμΨǦʟ̽ς�

ΊDοξΌΠΧǦΣ˛ΠΌΠς�ΊDοξΌΠ

ΧǦΣ˛΅Þ΄οξͶ̜

ŴΣǦʟ̽ς ̓ΣɐΆŐξΠ͵̓ ς�ΊDο

ξΌΠΧǦΣ˛ΠΌΠς�ΊDοξΌΠΧǦΣ

˛ͨͨΠǓ˷ĎˊΣ˻νʕʤʟǷóȵ}

ǦɤʼςŉǪΒξǦǫΒμͶ̜

̜

ϹЁЉΦΌΦĲWΣÛΐϸϘϑЄφЇ΅ũȉĉ

Ο�ʟΐΘʱŢΧĭ?ΣΧ΅͵ũμ΄ΣϹЁЉ

΄μΦĲWςĢʤΐΞŵ΄οΘΠęροξϓϻІϤ΅

ͿξΦΟăǪΒξͶϸϘϑЄφЇΧƟΦλΣˈίΞ

ξͶ̪̜

̜

ʟʏΙΊ΅̟͙͖̜͛͘͢͏͙̜͙̜͋͛͛͘͜͏͙͓̠͋͑͘͘͜%΄ς0Γ

ξɪǦǫςŏ+ΒξΠʂťΧЅϔϸϧτΟͿ

ξͶЅϔϸϧτΧ͵Ħǳʟɗ΅ΓΛΠŪΣłŔΐΘ

ΌΠΟͿξ΅Ǔ˷ĎˊΣ˻ξͶΒίΞΦŌʟ�Φ0

ĘЋ�Φ0Ę΄μŌʟΣλνĐμοΘ0ĘЌΧ̈Ō

ʟǷ0ĘΣŗμοΞξͶΐ΄ΐЅϔϸϧτΧ͵

                                                   
3 Musgrave, A .(2004): “How Popper solved the prob-
lem of induction”, in Karl Popper, Routledge. 
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̈ŌʟǷ0ĘΧǦΣ˛ΛΞΧΌΠ͵ΎμΣΒ

ίΞΦ0ĘΧǦΣ˛ΛΞΧΠͶͨͨĔý

ΐΘ̈�Ǧ�ɒɗς˺ΈΒίΞΦ�Χ͵Ϳξ̈Ō

ʟǷ0ĘΧǦΣ˛0ĘΟͿξΠɖΊοΨμ

Ͷ̜

̜

ȮxΣβΠεΞΐβΨ͵ʕʤʟǷóȵ}Ǧ ̓

ςϹЁЉΧ�̎ΠΐΞņΞξΦΣÛΐϸϘϑЄφ

ЇΧǿЈ9ς¡̎Πΐ¼_ŏΠɖΞξ͵Π

ΌΠΟͿξͶϸϘϑЄφЇΧ͵}Ǧ ̓΅ʕʤʟΦ

}ǦΟͿΛΞ͵ǿςʗξ�ΟΦĉɘ�ÇǷ}ǦΟ

ΧΠʗΛΞξͶ}Ǧ ̓Χ�ΦʕʤʟΦ}Ǧ

λνζĲWΣəΞξ΄μ�ΊDοξΌΠ΅ΟΆξ

ΠϸϘϑЄφЇΧɎνˇΐˈίΞξ΅͵ΌοΧóȵ

ƶςǪΘʥʟΟͿξͶʕʤʟΠʉɱΧ̅ʇ

ʉɱΟͿξ΅͵ϸϘϑЄφЇΦšɢ΄μWţΒξΠ

0ΑξΌΠΠʉŐξΌΠ΅ΟΆξλΣęρο

ξͶΌΦλΣɖΘΠΆϸϘϑЄφЇΦʥʟςϷϬ

ЉΦ ̪�ǰʟ̫ΣďΛΞşǦΒξΠ͵�ǰВΣΊξ

ƺlΣΞĨͷΧǌɏƶΣďρΊοΨμ

ЋóȵƶΣλξƢĈqΧΟΆЌΌΠ͵�ǰБΣ

ΊξƺlΣΞΧ̓}Ǧς_ŏΠΐΞʕεΘ

ΟóȵƶΣλξƢĈqζʕεξΌΠ΅ΟΆξ͵Π

ΌΠΟͿξͶΐ΄ΐ͵ǦʟΦƢĈqΠǦʟς0Α

ξΌΠΦƢĈqςũȉΣsTΊΒξΠ͵ǦʟςǦå

Φ�ΟΧʕεξΌΠΧΟΆ΅ƭŁΚΠΐΞΧ�

ΊDοξΌΠ΅ΟΆξ͵Πλ
ˌvȠǝƵ

Σ˻ΛΞΐβͶВ�ǰʟΦʉɱΟʉŐοΨ͵

¡̎Χ�ǰБΠ�ǰВ΅ΡΦλΣǽ�'ǪΒξ΄

ΠǑ΅ŲŬββΟͿξ͵ΠΌΠΟͿξͶϷϬ

ЉΧВ�ǰ˳Φǽ�'ǪΣΜΞ͵*Ψ�ǰВΠ

ΐΞT̐Ύοξƶč͵ȍ ƝƘ͵ȒÇǦʟΧĨͷ

ΣλΛΞ'νRΎοΘζΦΟͿξΣζ΄΄ρμΓ

ĨͷςŗˡΒξ͵ΠʚũΒξͶβΘ͵ɤǕŞΦǵʂ

΄μȹŞΧǓ˷ΣͿξ΄ΠΛΘ¡̎΅ǨΑΘλ

Σ͵�ǰВΧʇƱΒίΆ¡̎ςŏȌΒξΠĢ�

ΟɤȞΐΞξΠζʗΛΞξͶ�ǰ̪ΣçΒξΌο

μΦ*ΧȅʤΠΐΞȉȞΎοΘζΦΨ΄ν΅�ν�

μοΞξͶΐ΄ΐ͵ȒÇǦʟΦ
Σζʥʟ΅Ʉ

Ξξ¡̎ζͿν͵ΌΦλ¡̎ΣÛΐΞ�ǰБ

Π�ǰ ̪ ςsXΒξΌΠΧ̅ΐͶϸϘϑЄφЇζΌ

ΦǑΣ˴ΐΞϓϻІϤΐΞλΣęροξͶ̜

�ť͵ϹЁЉΧǦʟς�ΊDοξǦǫ΅Ϳξ΄

Χ˥ʁΟΧͶΘΠǦǫ΅ͿΛΘΠΐΞζ͵Ǧʟ

΅ǿΟͿξΌΠΣΜΞΧ¡̎΅ƧξͶĨͷ΅ȅν

ΘΌΠΧǦʟ΅ǿΟͿξ΄Ρ΄ΙͶΠʗΛΞ

ξλΣũȉΣ�ǰ̪Σ˷ÍΐΘ�ǰΦ
Οʥʟς

æ˲ΐΞξͶ�ǰБΣΧEΈ˴ĕςŁΛΞͶ

�ǰБΠ�ǰ ̪ Φǽ�'ǪΣ˴Βξ¡̎ΎĘ̍

ΣλΣęροξͶ̜

ϸϘϑЄφЇΠϹЁЉΦ�Ǒς��ΦλΣβΠε

                                                   
4 Popper,K. Objective knowledge , Oxford , 1979. 

ΞγΘ΅͵ϹЁЉΦ�ąΧ�ʭĚ΅ͿνǦΣ˛ΛΘ

ʥʟΟͿξλΣʂξͶΐ΄ΐ͵ȒÇ�ςȶʇΞ

γξΠ͵ΖΌΣΧȒÇΦʟ�ΣΞƙͷ�̋

΅_ŏΠΎο͵ͿξΧ0Αμο͵ΖομΣ²ΝΆʥ

ʟ΅æ˲ΎοΞΆΘΌΠ΅ȌΎοΞξͶΌΦΌΠΧ

ȒÇ�Ó͵ͿξΧȒÇ�Σ˴ĕςŁΜ�Çɗȣ

ΣλΛΞuTΣʗμοΞξΌΠΟͿξ΅͵ċμΠ�

ΑĭƶςǪΞЋȒÇ�ςęġΦÎ̕ÑΠʂ7Β

ťƶЌϸϘϑЄφЇΠϹЁЉΦʟ�ΣÛΒξ�ΜΦ

ʂťςŏȌΐλΠęͶΌΌΟΧ˧ÅʟǦςεΉξ

ʟ�ς*ΠΐΞ�ν�ξͶ̜

̜

Б̜ ˧ÅʟǦΦʇˣ̜

̜

�IǚǦÇΣΞͿξǚǦȲΦǝĤςʋˈΒ

ξΌΠΧ͵ΖΦȲΦ#ɐ͵˓l˧͵ωϨЃϏЉΡ

ΦdÇ¸ŞςÍεξΌΠΠȣΐͶΌομΦ¸ŞΧ

ΒίΞ�Ȃ˳ΣΧΛΆνΠÍβΛΘ5ςΠν͵Όομ

Φ5΅ÍεμοοΨŭ˳ΦȾ˕ΣλξǝĤΦ¸q

ΧÊEΣʋˈΟΆξͶΌΦλɖť΅�IǚǦ

ÇΦƍýΣͿν͵ΌΦƱÍʟǷ�ǰ=Χŧôʉʗ

Π×ŋΣȿΪΜΞξͶΐ΄ΐ͵˧ÅdÇΧ�ȉ

ÍĚ˴.ς"ΛΞξͶdÇ¸ŞΣλΛΞΧЋ*

Ψ#ɐΠ˓l˧Ќ�ŭΣÍβΛΘ5ςÍεξΌΠ΅

ΟΆΠ}ǦΟͿξͶ˧ÅdÇ΅˛ǪΎοξ

ЄϴЃΦǤʩςʋˈΒξ´�͵ΖΌΟǪμοξʉ

ʗΧŧôʉʗΣΞħȞΒξʟǦЋ�IʟǦЌΠ

ΧǲξʟǦΣ²ΝΈζΦΟζΦΟΊοΨμ

͵ΠΌΠ΅˧ÅʟǦςÞDΒξ²ŽǷɖ

ťΟͿξͶǿЈ9�¹Σ�ȉÍΠWţςȽγ˄

δº5ʟǦĉĂΦ˧ÅʟǦЋ*ΨЁφϳІϫϠ

ϪΦ̪5ʟǦЌζͿξ΅͵ΌΌΟΧ�IʟǦΣΊξ

Tˡ^ς²Ǌʃ^΄μ˺¹ΒξĉĂΦ˧ÅʟǦς

ıͶǛΣTˡ^Φ�ʏΠʅǑ΄μʥʟςˉΛ

ΞΈͶ̜

˧ÅdÇΟΧʋˈÛʩΦǝĤΧϭЃϴЃϤț˳

ΣΊξϴϐϤЃΟʋˈΎοξͶªŸǝĤς ͘ 2Σ

˷ÍΐΞɖξΠΐΞÛʩΦ#ɐ΅ ̨͛ ΠǝĤΣ

Ûΐ ̨͈͛ ΠАƟ?ϴϐϤЃ΅ÛėΒξͶΌΦ ͈͛΅

ąξț˳΅ ͛͘ ΦΒίΞΦǝĤςɼΒͶ*ΨÛʩ

Φ#ɐ΅ ̪ ΄ĬΣ˷ÍΎοΞξ´�͵ΖοΗο

Φ#ɐΣͿξΠǝĤΧВƟ?ț˳Φ ͡ʿ͵͢ʿ͵

ͣ ʿť�ΦϴϐϤЃ΅ÛėΒξ͵ΠΛΘζΦςφϻ

ЉϗΐΞζμΨλͶÛʩΦ#ɐ΅ ͛ ΟͿξΌΠς̜

̜

̟̠̜̳̜̜͗͛͜

̜

ΟɼρΒΠ̜

̜

̨̟̠̜̳̜̟̠̜̳̜̩̟̠̜̳̜̜͗͛ͮ͗͛ͮͨͨͮ͗͛͘͜͜͜

̜

Χ ͘ Ɵ?ϭЃϴЃϤț˳ΦEț˳ΣÛėΒξͶ̜

�ΦǚǦ˧ΠΐΞ˓l˧ςɖξͶ˓l˧ΣÛ
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ėΒξϴϐϤЃς ͈ͦ͛͘ ΟɼΒΠΐΞ͵ÛʩΦ˓l˧

΅ ͛ ΟͿξΌΠς ̟̠̜̳̜͗ͦ͛͜ ΟɼρΒͶ̜

˧ÅdÇΣλοΨ͵#ɐΠ˓l˧Χ�ŭΣȉÍ

5ςÍεξΌΠΧΟΆͶΌΦΌΠς ̪ Ɵ?ϴϐϤ

ЃΦ*ςǪΞʉŐξΠ͵˓l˧ ̟̠̜͗ͦ͜ ̳̜ ͛ Σ

ÛėΒξϴϐϤЃΧ#ɐςɼΒ͡ʿ͵͢ʿ͵ͣʿť�

ΦϴϐϤЃΠΧ�ɦΔΓ͵ΌΦț˳ÿƚς͵}Ǒς


ĕΣ˛ĈʆþΟ¥ʾΎΔΘŤΐ ̪ Ɵ?ÿƚ

ȲΦʿť�Φ�ΣǼ�ΒξϴϐϤЃ΅ÛėΒξͶ̜

#ɐΠ˓l˧ΣΜΞΦʉũ̜

̜

̨̟̠̜̳̜͉̟̠̜̳̜̟̠̜̳̜̩̟̠̜̳̜͗ͦ͛ͭ͗͛ͮ͗͛ͮͨͨͮ͗͜͜͜͜

̜͛͊͘

ͨͨͱ̜

ΧːʉΦ�8΅Eț˳ΣÛėΒξΦΟϴϐϤЃ͈ͦ͛
Σ�ɦΐ ̟̠̜̳̜͗ͦ͛͜ ΣȣΐͶ�ť̜

̜

Ћ̨̟̠̜̳̜̟̠̜̳̜͗ͦ͛ͭ͗͛͜͜Ќ̟̟̟̠̜̳̜̟̠̜ͮͨͨͮ͗ͦ͛ͭ͗͜͜

̳̜̠̜͛͘

ͨͨͲ̜

̜

ΧόϠϓJ΅ΖοΗοЏƟ?ϴϐϤЃΣÛėΒξΦ

ΟͱΠͲΧ�5ΟΧͶ̜

ͱΣTˡƶ^ς˛ǪΒξΠͱΠͲ΅�5ΣΛ

ΞΐβͶΌΦΌΠ΄μ˧ÅdÇςʗξ²ŽǷʉʗ

Χ͵ΖΦ)Ǫʃ^΄μTˡ^ςň˺ΒίΆΟͿξΠ

�ąΟͿξͶ̜

ΌΦĉĂΦ˧ÅʟǦΧ ̨̰̪̭ øΣϫЉϐ϶ϰ͵ϰ

ϊІЈϩφϸІΣλΛΞŏʴΎοΘ¡̎ΟͿξ΅Ǥ¬

ζʥʟΎοΞξλΟͿξͶΌΌΟΧ̧̮ͦ ø�ΦϬ

ϤϦϺΦʥʟς
ĕΣʥʟΦʶʸςˉΌΠΣΒξͶ
̬̜

ϬϤϦϺΧTˡ^΅ħνȞΘ*ΠΐΞ͵_ʋ

ΦϭЃϴЃϤț˳Φʥʟ�¹ΣζБΜΦϘЂϠϤΦÎ

̕ς�ν�ΞξͶ̩ ΜΦϘЂϠϤΦÎ̕Χ͵ϾІ

ϑΦÎ̕Πζ�ΨοΞξζΦΟͿξ΅͵AǉΠϘϐ

ЂЉІΦ˳Σ˛Ĉ˳˿ΟUν�μοΘБΜΦϘЂϠ

ϤςŁΜƅςɐΈΠϘϐЂЉІ�ΣöǅɊ΅ǤοξΠ

Î̕Ο͵AΦƷlĚςȌΒÎ̕ΠΐΞȅμοΞ

ξͶJÔ΅H$ǷΟͿξΦΟΌΚμς
ĕΣΐΞ

ʥʟςˉΛΞΈͶ̜

ϘЂϠϤАςAÅ΅ˍνĸΊϘϐЂЉІ�Φ̌° ̈́

ΣĈΘξȉǢς ̷̨̟̣̠̓̈́Οɼρΐ͵�ƙΣϘЂϠϤБς

ˍ˕ΐΞ ̈́ ΣĈΘξȉǢς ̷̟̓Б̣̠̈́ΠΒξͶ̜

Tˡƶ^΅ħνȞΜΠΒξΠ̜

̜

̷̷̨̟ͮБ̷̷̨̠̜̳̜̟̠̟ͭ̈́ͭ̈́ͮБ̠̜ͭ̈́

̜

ςYǪΐΞ̜

̜

                                                   
5 Putnam, H., “Is logic empirical ?”, Boston studies in 
the philosophy of science. 

̷̷̨̟̓ͮБ̷̷̨̣̠̜̳̜̟̟̈́̓ͮБ̷̷̨̠̠̦̟ͭ̈́̓ͮБ̠̜

̜ ̷̷̷̨̨̳̜̟̠̦̟̓ͭ̈́̓ͮБ̷̷̷̢̨̠̟̩̠̦̟̓ͭ̈́̓ͮБ̠̜

̜

ΌΌΟɽɐΦÛȔĚς�ÍΒξΠ̜

̜

̷̷̨̟̓ͮБ̠̜̳̜ Б̷̨̟̠̜̳̜̓ Б̷̟̩̠̜̓

̜

ΠɖξΌΠ΅ΟΆξΦΟ̜

̜

̜ ̷̷̨̨̢̨̳̜̦̩̟̣̠̦̩̟̩̣̠̜̓̈́̓̈́

̜

΅Þ΄οAÅ΅öǅΒξΠÎ̕�ÎΣ�Βξ͵

λΛΞTˡ^ΧħνȞΘ͵ΠρΊΟͿξͶ̜

̜

ΌομΦʥʟΣ²ΝΞϬϤϦϺΧ˧ÅʟǦς

ŖʦΒξȞ´ςΠξͶΎμΣ͵�IʟǦ΅�IǚǦ

ÇΦǤʩςʗξʉʗƘˏΟͿξΠγΐΘ�Ο͵

ʟǦΧȒÇǦʟǷζΦΟΖοśȾ̕ǷζΦ

ΟͿξΠţΑΘͶϬϤϦϺΦʟšΧ͵ΖΦϝφϤЃ

̜̾͜ ͖͙͓͍̜͑ ͏̵͚͓͓͍͖͗͛͋΅ϚІϚЉϖЀϦЃΟͿΛΘ

ΌΠζͿν ̧̮ ø�ǺσΣʥʟΎοΘͶΖομΦʥʟ

ΦΈΜ΄ς�ν�˧ÅdÇΣΞTˡ^Χ

�ʏΎοΘ΄ΠʅǑ΄μ͵ʥʟςˉΛΞΈͶ̜

ÂεΣȿ�ÅΦʇˣΦ¡̎ς�ν�λͶȿ

�Åͭ͵ͮΡςΡΦλΣʇˣΒξ΄Π¡

ΧϫЉϐ϶ϰ͵ϰϊІЈϩφϸІɤʼ΅ŏʴΐΘ¡̎

ΟͿξͶϭЃϴЃϤț˳ΦƘˏ΄μTˡ^΅ħȞΐ

ΠʥʟΣΞȿ�ÅΧ̂�ʟΦʋ�Π

��ʄΎοΞξλΣζʂξͶϬϤϦϺΧ˧Åʟ

ǦΣΞζ�Ģ˴.ΧʟǦΦŽʳǷĚʳΟͿ

ξΠɖΞν͵˧ÅʟǦΣΞζȿ�ÅΦĢ�

Χ�IʟǦΦΖοΠ�ƙΟͿξΠɖΞξ΅Ė

Γΐζ�ΊDομοΞξρΊΟΧͶΐ΄ΐ͵ȿ

�ÅΦĢ�΅ƶ^ΣʃÍΎοξЋ�IʟǦΟΧͭ͵

ͮΦĢ�΅Tˡ^΅ħνȞΜλΣʃÍΎοξЌΠ

Ȟ´Ћʃȴ�ɒЌ΄μΦϬϤϦϺΦʇˣΣÛΒξ

ĲWζͿξͶTˡ^΅�ʏΎοΘΠWţΒξΘεΣ

Χ͵@ΓΌΦλʃȴ�ɒςʟ̓ΐΊοΨμ

ΠęͶ̜

БΜΦϘЂϠϤΦÎ̕Χ˧ÅdÇΦʅǇ¡̎Σ˴

ːΐΘ¡̎ΟͿν͵˧ÅdÇΣ²ΝΈuTǦʟǷ

ʚũΧΎοΞͶБΜΦϘЂϠϤΦ�ťς˱Α

ΞΐβΠöǅɊΧƾǋΒξͶAÅ΅ΡΚμΦϘЂϠ

Ϥςˍ˕ΐΘ΄ςʅǇΒξΠ͵ριξƷƁΦ�ɋ

΅ʴΌνöǅ̋΅ƾǋΒξΠΌΠΟͿξ΅͵ΌΦ

ƷƁΦ�ɋ΅ʅǇΦΡΦƨ˾ΟʴΌξΦ΄Π¡

̎ΟͿξͶʅǇ¡̎ΧϖϿЄϣυІύЉΦǟΦϬ

ЁϥϠϐϘ͵χυϑϦЉΦ��ΦϬЁϥϠϐϘςΧ

ΑεƙͷĉΟ¡̎ŏʴΎο͵ΖΦʇƱȧζÎΣ

ºƙΟͿξͶ*ΨϷϬЉΦλΣȰÅ=ς/Łΐ

ƷlĚςʕεʇˣζͿξͶБΜΦϘЂϠϤΦÎ̕

Ο�ťΦϘЂϠϤς˱ΑΘΠΆöǅɊ΅ƾǋΒξΌΠ

ΣÛΒξʚũΠΐΞ͵ϷϬЉΧÎ̕Ƃ�Φ¸qΣ
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"ɀʊTñΦ¸qΠ;�ĚʇˣςŏƏΐΞ

ΘͶ̭ΌΦλΣБΜΦϘЂϠϤΦ¡̎ΧλΈȅμοΞ

ξÎ̕ΟͿξ΅͵˧ÅdÇΟΦǦʟǷʚũΧ

ȮxΟΧͶ̜

˧ÅʟǦΦ¡̎ΣīπͶБΜΦϘЂϠϤΦÎ̕Ο͵

Tˡ^΅ȈοξΌΠΧΠ�ąζͿξͶȰÅ

=Σ²ΝΈÍĚǷʇˣΟͿξ΅�ν�ΞΈͶ

AÅ΅ϘЂϠϤАςˍ˕ΒξΠΌΠΧAÅ΅ϘϐЂ

ЉІΣĈΘξ_ΦͿξŭ] ͝ ΣϘЂϠϤАΦͿΘνΣ

ãĬqΎοΘǝĤϴϐϤЃςŁΜΠΌΠςĢ�

ΒξͶϘЂϠϤБΣΜΞζ�ƙΟͿξΠ�ÍΒξΠ͵

ΖομΦǝĤϴϐϤЃΧúTû΅ξ΅ϘϐЂЉІ�

ΟΦ#ɐʅǇΣλΛΞǨΓξ#ɐΦªŸǝĤΠ˥

ξΰΡΟΧͶΖοι̷̷̨̟ͮБ̠ͭ̈́ ΧϭЃϴ

ЃϤț˳ΦЏϴϐϤЃΣÛėΐ̷̷̨̟̠̟ͭ̈́ͮБ̠ͭ̈́ζ

�ƙΣЏϴϐϤЃΣÛėΒξΦΟTˡ^΅Ȉμοξ

ρΊΟΧ͵Π�ʟζͿξͶ̮̜

βΘ͵�ȉÍĚ˴.ζɀ�ΎοΘʇˣ΅ͿξρΊ

ΟΧͶ�ΜΦȰÅΦǝĤ΅ϭЃϴЃϤț˳J

ΦϴϐϤЃΣÛėΒξμΨ͵@ΣȌΐΘλΣ*

Ψ#ɐΠ˓l˧Σ�ŭΣÛėΒξϴϐϤЃΧЏϴϐ

ϤЃΠν�ŭªŸǝĤΧÆ¬ΐ͵ΜβνȰÅ

Φ#ɐΠ˓l˧ς�ŭΣÍεξΌΠΧΟΆ͵Π

�ΜΦʇˣ΅ͿξͶ�ť͵ϭЃϴЃϤț˳JΦ

ϴϐϤЃΧÛʩΦǝĤΦɀʊǷĚʳςɼΐΞ

ξΠʇˣζͿξͶΌΦʇˣΧϷϬЉζŗŁΐΞ

ΘʇˣΟͿξ΅͵˧ÅdÇΧ2ͷΦȰÅΦǝĤς

ʋˈΒξζΦΟΧΈɀʊǷĚʳςʋˈΒξζΦ

ΟͿν͵�ȉÍĚ˴.ςɀʊǷTŝΠΠμξʂť

ζͿξͶΘΠΨ#ɐΠ˓l˧ΣΜΞ͵ΡΦλ

ȫ¨Σ#ɐ΅Ϳν͵�ŭΣΡΦλȫ¨Σ˓l

˧΅Ϳξ΄Π¡Χ�ȉÍĚ˴.ΠΧĖΓΐ

ζȄǾΒξζΦΟΧΠʇˣΣ²ΝΆ͵#ɐ

Σ˴ΒξʉũΠ˓l˧Σ˴ΒξʉũςȿΪ�Ίξ

ʉʗЋϻϝϓІϢϐϘϤʉʗЌ΅Æ¬ΐΖΦʉʗΣ

Ίξšƶ΅˧ÅʟǦΣď͵#ɐΦǇÍΦλ

Î̕ɽɐΠǼŋȿΪ�ΈϓІϢϐϘϤΣ,ÆΒξʉ

ʗ΅�IʟǦΣďΠΛΘʇˣζͿξͶ̯̜

˧ÅʟǦΣ˴Βξʟ�ΦΈ�Ƞς�ν�Θ

΅͵˧ÅdÇΦǤʩςʗξ�ΟTˡ^Χ�ʏΎο

ΘΠWţΟΆξΦΟͿπ΄Ͷ�ʏΎοΘΠʂ7ΒΌ

Π΅ΟΆξΘεΣΧàΈΠζ�ʋΦĲWΣȦ

ΊοΨμͶβΘ͵ĈǕΦΌΠΟͿξ΅˧Åd

ÇΦ$Ȳ΅ǿΟͿξΌΠς_ŏΣΐΞξΌΠ͵�I

ʟǦΣǛXʕʤʟ�Φ#΅ͿξρΊΟΧ

ΌΠζ_ŏΠΎοΞξͶ̜

ņΡΌπΦ¡̎ςˈίΞξλΣęρο

ξ΄ζΐο΅͵ΌΌΟʉΘΌΠΧ͵ȒÇɗΦ

                                                   
6  Popper,K. Quantum theory and the schism in 
physics,, Routledge, 1982. 
7 Gardner, M. (1971): Is quantum logic really logic ? 
8 Heelan, P., “Complementarity , context dependence 
and quantum logic” 

Î̀ΦƺlΧΎβΏβ_ŏΦ�ΣħνȞΛΞξ

ΦΟΧ΄͵ʥʟςˑεΞΈ˕ȖΦ
ΟΖομ

Φ_ŏς0ΑξͿξΧ�ΊDοξΠɸǒ

΅ǎν˄σΟξΦΟΧ΄ΠΌΠΟͿξͶ̜

̜

В̜ ȿΪ̜

̜

ϹЁЉΦʟƶΣďΨ͵˧ÅdÇΣΞTˡ

^ħȞΒξ΄�΄Π¡ΣÛΐΞȿʟς�ΒΘ

εΣΧΖΦʥʟΦ_ŏΠΛΞξζΦςĲWǷΣ

ƓTΐΊοΨμ͵ΠΌΠΣπ΅ΌΦ

ʉũΣÛΒξ�ʟΦ&ΧͶΐ΄ΐ͵ΌΦΌΠ

ΧǤÎΦ¡̎ΣÛΐ%ςʗξΦΟͿπ΄ͶàΈ

ΠζTˡ^΅�ʏΎοξ΄Ρ΄ΣΜΞΦWţΣ

ΧĊΣȞΚΖζͶЁόϤϖϿ΅ɎνˇΐʗΛΞ

ΘΌΠΟͿξ΅͵ɤǕȒÇΣΞ͵�ʏΠʟ

ǦǷWţΧLƘħΎοΘƤ�Φ
ΟʂRΎοξ͵

ΠΌΠΟͿξλΣęροξͶ̜

ϸϘϑЄφЇΧ9ΟͿξΌΠ΅T΄ΛΘ�Ɖς0

ΑΞΘ´�͵ΖοΧ0ΑΞΘζΦ΅ʙνΟͿΛ

Ξ0ΑΘΌΠ΅ʙΛΞΘρΊΟΧ͵ΠͶ�

ť͵ϹЁЉΧϷϬЉ�ƙ0ĘςŁΜΌΠΧǿΟͿξ

ʉũςˉưΒξ�ΟΦÁΣξΠΐΞ͵ĔýΐΞ

ĕǦǷʁȹςň˺ΐΞξͶВ�ǰʟΣ²ΝΞ

ʉŐξΠ͵ϹЁЉΧȉȞΎοΘ�ǰВΦγΣ˴

ĕ΅Ϳν͵�ťϸϘϑЄφЇΧ�ǰБΠ�ǰВς_ŏ

ΠΐΞ�ǰВΦĉħ˕Ȗςζʄ˦ΣDοΘʥʟςæ

˲ΐΞξΠλͶϸϘϑЄφЇΧȒÇɗΧ0

ĘΐΣ��ς˒ɸΟΆξΦ΄͵ȒÇɗΧËŜΦ

0ɗΦ0ĘΠΧǲξζΦΦȉ0ςŁΛΘ�ΟΧ

Φ΄Π¡΄Ί͵ΎμΣȅʤΦħ˯Χ�Φ�

ʅΦ<ΆΣλξζΦΟͿξΠΐΘ�ΟȿƈΠΐΞΦ

ÏʅǷȅʤΣ�΄_ΣĨͷΧ}¦ΟͿξ�ʅǷ

ζΦ΄μRǵΐΊοΨμΠʗΛΞξͶ̰̜

ζΐȒÇ�Ç΅LƘħΎοΘƤ�ςʗξΌΠςǻ

ǷΠΔΓȒÇΦÎĤΣzΐΘȒÇΦťƶʟΦȉȞ

ςǻǷΣΒξμΨ͵ϸϘϑЄφЇΦ�ąΧΌΦǻ

ǷΣ˛ΛΞξλΣęροξͶ̨̧ϹЁЉΦ�ąΧʙ

νΠρΊΟΧ΅͵ȒÇΦƺlΦÎĤΣΧ�

ρΠęροξͶ̜

ŶĎΣ͵ГŷΣ˲:ΎοΘϹЁЉΦʣǌΣ˴ːΐ

ΘϓϻІϤς�ʉ�ΊfΞΈͶϹЁЉΧȒÇΠĴ

ɹςΧΛΆνΠsTΊΐΞξ΅͵*Ψ}Åǘć

θ}Ådǵ̇ΠΛΘ}ÅωϨЃϏЉΦĴɹǷ

˲ǵΣď�ΐΞΆΘ�ͷΦºΈΧȒÇɗΟΧ

΄͵Πȹžǳ¡ΟͿξͶΌΌΟζϹЁЉΧ�Î

ςxȷqΐΒ·ΞξͶ�ÎςLƘħΐΞξλ

ΣęροξͶ̜

                                                   
9 Musgrave, A. (1974): “The objectivism of Popper’s 
epistemology” in Philosophy of Karl Popper. 
10 
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An Introduction of Dr. David Miller 

 
Makoto KOGAWARA 

4 July 2009, Keio University 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen! 
 
Today we have the 20th anniversary of our 

conference. Our society was founded twenty 
one yeas ago and happily continued to have an 
annual conference every year except the first 
foundation year. I think, this is really a kind 
of miracle. Indeed, Continuation is Power. 
This popular proverb applies most effectively 
to our various activities of our society. As a 
president of Japan Popper Society, I should 
express my deep gratitude to every member of 
JPS.  

 
Well, in order to celebrate our 20th anni-

versary our committee decided last year to 
invite Professor David Miller, one of the most 
distinguished disciples of Popper, and his fa-
mous collaborator. Professor Miller kindly 
accepted our invitation. I really appreciate his 
kindness. He is a very important person in 

British Philosophy. He has been a Secretary 
of the British Logic Colloquium and Chair of 
the British National Committee for Logic, 
Methodology and Philosophy of Science. 

 
Professor Miller was an assistant to Karl 

Popper in the late 1960s and has taught at the 
university of Warwick, UK since 1969. He 
accepted Mr. Shoji Koyanagi as a visiting 
student in early 2000s. He has held appoint-
ments at universities in Argentina, Brazil, 
Colombia and Mexico. He had many lectures, 
seminars and workshops in many universities 
in Europe. On various occasions he has made 
a lot of contributions to the development of 
philosophy of science.  His main papers and 
lectures are now contained in his two books, 
Critical Rationalism: A Restatement 
and Defence , Open Court, 1994, and Out of 
Error: Further Essays on Critical Ra-
tionalism , Ashgate, 2006. These books show 
that Professor Miller is a gifted and robust 
advocate of Popper’s critical rationalism, and 
he takes on the critics and successfully de-
feats them, as you know well. Needless to say, 
these two books constitute a new central focus 
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of our discussion, of course including the de-
bate with the critics. Once Bryan Magee ad-
mitted that Professor Miller clearly under-
stands the radically innovative nature of 
Popper’s philosophy and develops it further 
than Popper had. I think this is a fair estima-
tion. 

 
I can never omit to mention at least his two 

famous contributions. In 1974 he showed the 
failure of Popper’s definition of verisimilitude, 
in his famous paper: “Popper’s Qualitative 
Theory of Verisimilitude”, BJPS  vol. 25. This 
is now known as Tichý-Miller theorem. In 
1983 with Popper he published “A proof of the 
impossibility of inductive probability”, in 
Nature , 1983. This paper was very provoca-
tive and surprised many Bayesians. These 
papers have some technicalities. So I cannot 
here sum up its contents in a short time, still 
less before one of its authors.   

 
Well, I think, his exposition and analysis of 

critical rationalism and its critics are very 
lucid and are fully supported by his surpris-
ingly deep-reading in every sphere. His ar-
gument is very sharp, and his style is elegant. 
Just now I used the word “elegant”. On this 
point I would like to make a short comment. 
To tell the truth, I cannot appreciate his ele-
gant style because English is not my mother 
tongue. But I can imagine that natives can 
fully appreciate and enjoy his expressions, 
vocabulary and style. This means difficulties 
for foreigners, especially for interpreters and 
translators, so I petitioned him to speak plain 
English, though I realized that my petition is 
indeed very rude. But Natsuka reported me 
that his presentations in Kyoto university had 
big successes. I guess he is also an able and 

talented speaker. I believe all of us are able to 
participate in the new core of critical ration-
alism through his splendid guide. 

  
It is now time to end my speech and to lis-

ten to Professor Miller’s lecture. Thank you. 
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